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WITH MEMBERSHIP
TheDRAGONRIDERSofPERN
One mammoth edition including all 3 novels: 
pragoffllght, Drsgonquest, and The White Dragon
ftliBRreeJii-rvall!
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0992 Dragonsong; 
Or a go 11 singer; 
Dragondrums.
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and get The Dragonriders of Pern FREE 
plus a FREE carryall!

0075 All 5 Amber 
novels. 2 vats. 
Comb.pub.ed 
$32.30

0539 Thieves' 
World; Tales 1mm 
the Vulgar Unicorn; 
Shadows of 
Sanctuary. Spec.ed.

0786 The Guardians 
at Time; Time 
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0943 Another Fine 
Myth; Myth
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How the Science Fiction Book Club® works:
You'll receive your choice of any 4 books on this 
page for only $1 (plus shipping and handling) 
and a free copy of The Dragonriders of Pern and 
a free carryall after your application for member 
ship is accepted. We reserve the right to reiect 
any application. However, once accepted as a 
member, you may examine the books in your 
home and, if not completely satisfied, return 
them within 10 days at Club expense. Your mem 
bership will be cancelled and you'll owe nothing. 
The FREE book and carryall will be yours to 
keep whether or not you remain a member.

About every 4 weeks (14 limes a year), we'll 
send you the Club's bulletin. Things to Come, 
describing the 2 coming Selections and a variety 
of Alternate choices. In addition, up to 4 times a 
year you may receive offers of special Selec 
tions, always at low Club prices. If you want the 2 
Selections, you need do nothing; they'll be

shipped automatically. If you don't want a Selec 
tion, prefer an Alternate, or no book at all, just fill 
out the convenient form always provided and 
return it to us by the date specified.

We allow you at least 10 days for making your 
decision. If you do not receive the form in time to 
respond within 10 days and receive an unwant 
ed Selection, you may return it at our expense.

As a member you need take only 4 Selections 
or Alternates during the coming year. You may 
resign any time thereafter or continue to enjoy 
Clu6 benelits for as long as you wish. One of the 
2 Selections each month is only $4.98. Other 
Selections are higher, but always much less 
than hardcover publishers' editions up to 65% 
off. The Club offers more than 300 books to 
choose from. A shipping and handling charge is 
added to all shipments. Send no money now. 
but do mail the coupon today!

Science Fiction Book Club®
Dept. RR-188, Garden City, NY 11530 

I want the best SF in or out of this world! Please accept 
my application for membership in the Science Fiction 
Book Club. Send me the 4 books I have numbered in the 
boxes below, plus my free book and carryall and bill me 
lust $1 (plus shipping and handling). I agree to the Club 
Plan as described in this ad. I will take 4 more books at 
regular low Club prices in the coming year and may resign 
any time thereafter. The FREE book and carryall will be 
mine to keep whether or not I remain a member. SFBC 
offers serious works for mature readers.

I FREE BOOK 
| #2543

1. 2. 3. 4.

Mr. 
Ms..

_Api. #_

City,

_Zip_

l_

The Science fiction Book Club offers its own complete 
hardbound editions sometimes altered in size to fit special 
presses and save you even more. Members accepted in 
U S.A. and Canada only. Canadian members will be ser 
viced from Canada. Offer slightly different in Canada.
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Employee 
of the Month

Kate Gallagher:
The employee of 
the month for Sep 
tember is NalLainp 
photo coordinator 
Kaic Gallagher. 
When there's a 

deadline that has to be met, you can 
bet it's Kate who's ready to hop into 
her beat-up Chevy Nova and drive 
down to the station to meet it. When 
there's an important photo that 
needs to be shot, chances are it's 
Kate who offers up the fact that she 
can get in touch with Jimmy the 
Goof down in Jersey. Well. Kate may 
not know magazine lingo real well, 
but she is the type of girl who's will 
ing to go the extra distance to get 
the job dune. For instance, when 
editor Kevin Curran wanted a "spe 
cial" photo session in his home late 
at night with a couple of blond 
models, it was Kate who not only 
coordinated the effort but also ar 
ranged for Kevin's wife. Trade, to 
be elsewhere at the time. "That 
didn't really happen," notes Kevin. 
Well, okay, but lots of other stuff 
did, thanks to Kale's expertise and 
tireless devotion to duty. P. C.
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erue. Me* York. NY 10016. (212) 686-8400, Rick Edman. Mid 
west: The Guenther Company. River Plaza, Suite 4509, 405 N. 
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pany. 5110 Rosweil Road. Marietta, Gfl 30062, (404) 998-2889, 
Byron Brown
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LETTERS
Sirs:

I think you should have a contest to 
find a good use for "National Lam 
poon" Presents Sex, Drugs, Rock 'n' 
Roll, and the End of the World. Here are 
some 1 thought up:

1. Sec how far you can bend it with 
out snapping it in half.

2. Paste ruffles on it. remove the 
cardboard middle, and have a fancy 
collar for your cat.

3. Put it in an RCA videodisc player 
and see if anything happens.

4. Spray-paint it gold and take it to 
the Grammys. Throw it at Alabama.

5. Give it to a stupid child as part of 
his science project.

6. Go to one of New York's finer 
eating establishments and leave it as 
a tip.

Likes Humor 
New York, N.Y.

Sirs:
Tits are great, 
Tits are swell, 
Squeeze a tit and go to hell, 
Leave a tit alone, my frien', 
And when you die you go

to heaven.
See what happens when you read 

e. e. cummings before writing papal en 
cyclicals? 1 hope all future popes take 
this as a lesson.

Pope John Paul II 
The Vatican, Rome

Sirs:
When I'm fucking my wife, the only 

way I can bring her to orgasm is by 
telling her what flavor I'm going to 
ejaculate. And she always comes, too, 
because she never knows which of the 
twenty-eight I'm going to say.

Howard Johnson 
Garden State Parkway, NJ.

Sirs;
You shouldn't have so much of that 

crude material in your magazine. Now 
take the Reader's Digest as an exam 
ple: they have lots of humorous items 
without having to resort to bad lan 
guage, dirty pictures, and lies. We'd 
like to help you get off to a brand-new 
start, so Ernest (my husband) and I 
would like to give you a joke that is

funny and wholesome and really hap 
pened, too, It's yours to use with our 
blessing. Here it is: Ernest was pour 
ing himself a glass of milk (he's forty- 
nine) and I said to him, "Ernest, you 
know, you really shouldn't drink milk 
over forty. It's not good for you." And 
Ernest said, "I'll say. It would be ter 
ribly sour at that age." We're taking 
out a year's subscription to your mag 
azine and look forward to a bright new 
change in your format.

Connie and Ernest Crackhead 
Friendship, Maine

Sirs:
The most unfortunate thing about 

being recognized everywhere you go 
is that every once in a while you have 
a desire to hold up a liquor store but 
you can't because you'll be recog 
nized.

John Travolta 
Malibu, Calif.

Sirs:
People say to me, Barbara, you're a 

pretty bright woman, so how come 
you've been acting like a third-rate 
Rona Barrett by prying into the per 
sonal sex lives of no-talent actors just 
because they happen to be working in 
a hit series on your employer's net 
work? Well, look, I happen to like what 
I do and make no apologies for it, okay? 
I would much rather have a pleasant 
conversation in a nicely furnished 
home with a popular television per 
sonality than dodge bullets in some 
godforsaken Caribbean hellhole where 
the heat melts your fingernail polish. 
And if you can't understand that, then 
you deserve to eat at Greasy Joe's rather 
than Scandia, you asshole,

Barbara Walters 
A professional journalist

Sirs:
lust a note to you lovers of sports

trivia: wacky comic Jonathan Winters
broke Gale Sayers's collegiate rushing
record while wearing a cake-shaped
masquerade outfit. Actual quote:
"Easy as pie if you hit the holes right."

Bill Kisler
Cheyenne, Wyo.

(CONTINUED ON PAGL 16)
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Tequila &Tonic.Tequila & Grapefruit. 
Refreshingly new from The Club Bar

^•THEBClub
DON'T JUST BRING A BEER. BRING THE CLUB BAR.

"H,
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Our Little Town

DINOSAUR
CITY LIMIT 

ELEV 5900 FT

FACTS
P

LAINCLOTHES POLICE IN 
Omaha, Nebraska, have 
been forbidden to wear lei 
sure suits. "They are no 
longer accepted as appro 
priate businesslike attire," 
said Chief of Police Robert 

Wadman. Phoenix Republic-Gazette 
(contributed by Chandler Carlson)

THIS NEWS STORY APPEARED IN THE

Aspen Daily News, a Colorado news 
paper published under the slogan "If 
you don't want it printed, don't let it 
happen":

"When an Old Snowmass man vis 
ited some Aspen friends Monday he 
found one of them dead on the eouch 
and the other sitting next to the body 
watching TV.

"Richard Westcolt told police the 
room smelled putrid when lie walked 
in on his friends Raymond Ronciak and 
Mike Vales, who were living at 1031 E. 
l-lyman. Ronciak, 35, was bloated, dis 
colored, and motionless on the couch.

"Falcs, 33, told police he not iced the 
odor but didn't realize his roommate 
was dead. He said he was planning on 
'buying something for the smell,' po 
lice said.

"Falcs said he may have heard his 
roommate cough Saturday, but wasn't 
sure. Me thought his roommate was 
sleeping, but said if Ronciak hadn't 
woken up by Monday night he would 
have attempted to stir him, according 
to police.

"Westcott said Ronciak was in the 
same position when he visited Monday 
as he had been four days earlier." (con 
tributed by Kiefer Mendenhall)

THIS EKTTL-RTOTHE EDITOR APPEARED

in the Bulletin-journal of Cape Girar- 
dcau, Missouri:

"Dear Speak Out: Tonight my 16- 
year-old daughter, who is a cheer 
leader at Central High School in Cape, 
was telling me about Lennon's Tomb 
in Russia. She told me about how many 
thousand people visit Lennon's Tomb 
every day. We both want to say that we 
think this is a total injustice to have 
the grave of this former ex-Bcatle bur 
ied in a communist country. Maybe his

IERGER. ROCHESTER NY
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"4X4 OF TH
YEAR"

For the first time ever, all three leading off-road 
magazines made the same choice. Jeep.

If you're thinking about 4-wheel drive, 
consider this. The all-new leaner, 
meaner size Jeep Cherokee has 
just been named "4x4 of the Year" by 
all three leading off-road magazines: 
4 Wheel & Off-Road, Four Wheeler, 
and Qff-Rp_ad. That's never been 
done before.

Ride and drive is what
it's all about.

The all-new Cherokee was compared 
to the toughest competitors available, 
foreign and domestic. They were 
driven thousands of miles through 
snow, soft sand, subfreezing tempera 
tures, and high winds on and off 
the road.

4Wheel_4O.fJ:Boad said: 
"Cherokee scored well across the

board, excelling in our evaluations 
of mechanical, urban and off-road 
driving and interior comfort."Four 
Wheeler called the Cherokee Sport- 
wagon: "the year's most significant 
advance in 4-wheeling." Off-Road 
said: "Jeep is a smaller, more maneu- 
verable off-road vehicle that provides 
plenty of room."

Test drive it and compare 
for yourself.

Compared to Bronco II and S-10 Blazer 
4x4, only Cherokee has four doors, 
room for five, and a choice of two

4-wheel drive systems. And Cherokee 
has higher ground clearance, higher 
horsepower per pound, and the high 
est gas mileage,(§)EPA EST MPG/ 
33 EST HWY*

It's nice to be named No. 1, but not 
unexpected. After all, Jeep wrote the 
book on 4-wheel drive. Buy or lease 
the triple award winning Cherokee, 
or the luxurious new Wagoneer 
Sportwagons. Only at your Jeep 
dealer.

  Use these figures lor comparison. Your results may 
dide' clue to driving speed, weather conditions and 
trip length. Actual highway mileage and California 
figures will probably be less.

SAFETY BELTS SAVE LIVES.
Jeep is a regisiered 

trademark ol

Triple award winning
JEEP m CHEROKEE SPORTWAGON

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



TRUEFACTS
music wasn't like everyone's, but he 
was a great songwriter and was a 
member of a group who influenced 
American pop music more than any 
other group. It has never been proven 
he wrote any music pertaining lo com 
munism." (contributed by Robert Hil- 
debrand, |r.)

A MAN WITH A SUBMACHINE GUN Hl-

jackcd an American Airlines plane in 
Haiti and demanded to be flown lo 
New York. The hijacker was arrested 
when the plane landed at New York's 
Kennedy Airport its scheduled des 
tination. (London) Times (contrib 
uted by John Loiacono)

A PRISONER ATTHI-: PASCO COUNTY JAIL

in New Port Riehey, Florida, began an 
escape attempt by hiding in a garbage 
can. He was discovered during roll call, 
however, when he heard his name and 
compulsively called out. "Here!" De 
troit News (contributed by Donald L. 
Hirst)

WHEN MIKE HARD BROUGHT HIS WIFI:

)ohna home from the hospital after she 
gave birth to their second child, he had 
a surprise for her. Bard had written 
the words "Welcome Home" in pig 
manure on a hillside near their farm.

"I look my manure spreader out 
there, and it was like writing on a piece 
of paper," he said. "Took about six 
loads, covered six acres."

"I was totally surprised," said Mrs. 
Bard. "He made me feel like he really 
does ihink of me." Cincinnati En 
quirer (contributed by Nick Erlel)

IN HIS RAPE TRIAL. TWENTY-FOUR-YEAR-

old Wylie Evans of Atlantic County, 
New jersey, claimed that he had not 
tried to sexually assault a sixty-two- 
year-old woman, bul thai his "pants 
happened to fall off." ttridgeton (N.|.) 
Evening News (contributed by Barry 
Porch)

THE KETTERiNG (OHIO) ERATERNAI. OR-

der of Police Auxiliary raised $ 14.000 
by raffling off a shotgun and a .357- 
caliber Magnum revolver. The pro- 

. ceeds were used to outfit officers with 
bulletproof vests. Miami Herald (con 
tributed by Robert Levine)

IN GLASGOW. SCOTLAND, JUDGE ERWIN

jowitt praised police detective Terry 
Lewitt, who. he said, had lo "suffer in 
an unpleasant way" in performing his 
duty,

Detective Lewitt had investigated 
sex shows at the Kegworth ex-service

men's club in Leicestershire in which 
naked women allegedly performed 
lewd acts. The detective testified that 
he had to kiss the breast of a stripper 
named Claudia, and that on another 
occasion she fondled him while his 
sergeant buried his face in her bosom.

BULLSHIT
"We do not want a food store of 

any kind. Flowers might be all right. 
Or chocolates. Yes. Swiss or Bel 
gian chocolates."
 Shirley Bernstein, a Park Ave 

nue resident, explaining why she 
was leading a campaign to prevent 
a Korean-owned delicatessen from 
opening on that exclusive New York 
City street, quoted in the New York 
Times. (Duck Divet)

"1 didn't mean that in a racist 
way.... It never occurred to me 
that it had anything to do with Ne 
groes."
 U.S. District fudge h'mncis G. 

Whelan, apologizing for having 
compared a requested search for 
tape recordings to "looking for a 
nigger in a woodpile," quoted hy the 
Associated Press, (Scott Smith)

"I can't help it because some peo 
ple got dirty minds. When 1 say 'Do 
It in Detroit,' 1 mean shop, eat, live, 
do business."
 Detroit Mayor Coleman Young, 

defending his administration's 
choice of a slogan for the troubled 
citv, quoted in the Toronto Sun. 
{Paul R. liorg)

"To summarize, the best fad is one 
which allows you to assert your own 
positive uniqueness and still take 
part in the group identity. AM fads 
have positive and negative sides. It's 
a mark of maturity and strong per 
sonal identity to use a fad to be 
come a part of a group, and yet 
stand apart when necessary."
 from an article on fads in Delta 

Airlines' inflight publication. Sky 
magazine. March 1984. (Sparky 
Siegel)

Send samples of bullshit to True 
Facts. National Lampoon, 635 
Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y. 
10022. We'll pay teii dollars for each 
item used.

In praising Detective Lewitt's tes 
timony, Judge jowitt said, "There are 
those who sec fit to snigger, bul they 
are misguided." (Glasgow) Daily Rec 
ord (contributed by A. Scot Fleming)

Till' ARIZONA CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION

objected to what it termed "cruel and 
unusual punishment" being carried out 
against incorrigible prisoners by the 
Arizona Department of Corrections. 
Under a recently launched program, 
inmates guilty of prison infractions 
would be deprived of television and 
served up to twenty-one consecutive 
meals of meat loaf.

"We consider it particularly puni 
tive punishment," said ACLU Direc 
tor Louis Rhodes. Anchorage Daily 
News (contributed by Phil Nechvatal)

POLICE AND AMUUI.ANCE ATTENDANTS

in Newburgh, New York, were called 
to free an elderly man from his base 
ment bathroom. Police said the uni 
dentified man had gone to the bath 
room at three in the morning, 
forgetting that he had painted the toi 
let the day before. He spent eleven 
hours stuck to his toilet seat. (New- 
burgh) Times-Herald Record (contrib 
uted by Linda Luongo)

NEW YORK SCULPTOR HENRY GUNTHER

was called to a Seaford, Long Island, 
Catholic church to make some cos 
metic changes on a statue he had 
sculpted. According to the Reverend 
fames Brassil, a number of female pa 
rishioners had complained (hat his 
statue of the Virgin Mary was "a little 
too full-breasted." (New York) Daily 
News (contributed by Tony Seifert)

RICH ra.LlNC.HAM. NEWS DIRECTOR FOR

radio station KASI in Ames. Iowa, and 
his morning announcer, Johnny Gray, 
were treated for electrical shock after 
someone dropped a live microphone 
into the hot tub from which they were 
doing their morning broadcast. New 
York Times (contributed by Peter 
Dona hue)

CALVIN IOSEPH. TWENTY-EIGHT. OF 
Houston, Texas, was arrested for steal 
ing his father's wooden legs and hold 
ing them for ransom. The younger Jo 
seph was demanding food from his 
father, Percy Joseph, fifty-four.

"My daddy, it always takes him two 
or three days to decide to give me 
something to cat when I'm hungry," 
he said.

Joseph revealed the whereabouts of 
the legs only after his court-appointed
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Why get stuck with component sound 
that always gets stuck at home?
Auto Reverse. Dolby* Separate speakers. This 
Panasonic AM/FM stereo cassette recorder gives 
you sophisticated component features. You can 
enjoy at home. Or away.
The Panasonic Platinum Plus  RX-C52 gives you superb 
listening. Whether you're just sitting at home. Or out 
heading for a good time.

With special features that make home Hi-Fi so satis 
fying. Like Dolby for serious sound. Lots more music. 
With lots less noise. And Auto Reverse. So you can listen 
to both sides of the tape. Without turning it over. And 
feather-touch controls.

A tvun-uuAw fnnr-cnpalfpr cv/ctem HIV/PC wnn tuner

stereo. And if you
want to play your H
favorite song again
and again, Sam. L
Just touch a special
button called One
Program Repeat. Or
if you want to skip
songs to find your other favorites. The Tape Program
Sensor takes you where you want to go.

We can squeeze all this performance into this beau 
tifully compact space. Thanks to our technology called 
TriTex  circuitry. In fact.we could K«p talking about the 
featyres. But we'd like you to get mis show on the road.

Shown with optional SL-N15 turntable.

\<< t>t>i

Batteries not included. *Dotby is a {Remark of Dolby Laboratories-

asonic
just slightly ahead of our time.
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TRUEFACTS

attorney told him to do so. Houston 
Chronicle (contributed by George L. 
Courtemanche)

A TWO-TON HIPPOPOTAMUS GUARDING

its calf bit a man who was passing on 
his bicycle. The man tried to defend 
himself with his bicycle, but was bit 
ten around the neck and face. A hos 
pital spokesman in Nairobi, Kenya, 
said that the victim. Peter Ngugi, was 
recovering, but "his whole face had to 
be reconstructed." New York Times 
(contributed by Susan Hashim)

THIRTY-THREE-YEAR-OLD WILLIAM P.

Randolph of Fort Worth, Texas, began 
beating his dogs with the bull of a 
shotgun when he found them chewing 
the wiring on his Harley-Davidson 
motorcycle. However, the gun dis 
charged, killing Randolph. Fort Worth 
Star-Telegram (contributed by Ste 
phen Hill)

A IURY AWARDED MORE THAN FIV1: MIL-

lion dollars to the victims of a fatal 
three-truck accident which closed an 
Arizona highway for seven hours. The 
panel decided that the accident was 
caused by truck driver Aubcry 
McCurdy, who was hauling 17,000 
pounds of flammable liquid and who, 
according to witnesses, was drinking 
beer and masturbating behind (he 
wheel immediately prior to the crash. 
Phoenix Gazette (contributed by )cff 
Lee)

THE FOLLOWING EXCERPT PROM A UE-
cent New York Times editorial con 
cerns the U.S. Army's new Sergeant 
York air-defense gun:

"The weapon is a computerized, ra 
dar-guided pair of guns mounted on a 
tank chassis. Designed to shoot down 
planes and helicopters, the weapon is 
programmed to fire at whirring blades. 
In recent tests, the newsletter Defense 
Week reports, the first production 
model ignored all the targets pre 
sented to it. ... Instead, it zeroed in 
on what it considered a more promis 
ing target: the exhaust fan in a nearby 
latrine." (contributed by Ronald Hy- 
man)

ACCORDING TO NATIONAL WILDLIFE
magazine, the Bird Banding Labora 
tory of the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Ser 
vice receives some 60,000 letters an 
nually, many reporting on banded birds 
recovered in various parts of the hem 
isphere. The following is one such let 
ter: 

"Dear Sir; I have a mother cat. Her

name is Freckles. She really is a good 
cat, but I hate to tell you the bad news 
that she caught one of your birds with 
a number, 763-49449. We have been 
learning about coordination and now 
1 think my Freckles is more coordi 
nated than your bird was. She tore the 
bird up, and left some here and some 
there. My mother screamed at me to 
get the innards off the driveway, cause 
it looked icky.

"So 1 did. My brother Mark learned 
in school thai cats don't really mean 
to kill birds, but they like to catch 
things that move, so she really didn't 
mean to kill it. She is sorry and so am 
1. The parts 1 saw seemed like it was a 
pretty bird. Love, Stephen." (contrib 
uted by Jack Clarke)

JIMMY LEE CRAWFORD OF GREENSBORO.

North Carolina, was charged with in 
surance fraud after he filed claims to 
taling $32,500 for sixty-seven dogs he 
said were run over by cars in 1983.

What's on TV?

10.00

{J">'fftn«caU, Searcn«a 
ror a large quanutv of 
cocaine. (R)
0 Ouincy

©MOVIE *Yi "Hfltte 
(1949. Comedy) Carol Morrii, 
Tomlinson. A deteetiv* gch involved with 
wealthy socialite who can't seem 
hic _

*** "One On One"

T Skelter" A 
rrfi, Dovid I 
tlvedwitho I 
em to dop I'

"Heller Skelter" listing from the 
Albany (N.Y.) Times-Union TV 
Magazine, contributed by Thomas 
Miller. "Woody Woodpecker" list 
ing from the Canberra (Australia) 
Times Television Guide, contrib 
uted by Ron Schroer. "Vega$" list 
ing from the Atlanta Constitution 
TV Weekly, contributed by Ron 
Riggle.

Contributors: Send your favorite 
TV listings to True Facts. We'll pay 
ten dollars for each one used.

Crawford had claimed that eight of the 
dogs were hit by a single car. (contrib 
uted by Gary E. Lowell)

TWO PARAPSYCHOLOGISTS WHO WROTE
a self-help book emphasizing an opti 
mistic outlook on life committed sui 
cide together by leaping fifteen stories 
to a New York City street. In the book, 
Paul and Doree Malow told readers to 
wake up in the morning and say, "It's 
good to be alive! Today will be better 
than yesterday!" According to the New 
York Post, their book didn't sell well. 
UPl (contributed by Liz Ellen Zell)

AN APPARENT HEART-ATTACK VICTIM,

Herbert Wolfe, sixty-six, was found on 
the eighteenth green of the Hawaii Kai 
golf course under a blanket. Wolfe had 
been playing with three strangers in a 
"golf package" group when he died. 
But Wolfe's three companions covered 
his body, took his golf clubs, and left 
him on the green because they didn't 
want to miss a departing tour bus. 
Honolulu Advertiser (contributed by 
Gary Heisel)

REPORTING ON THE SIDE EFFECTS OF
Clomipramine, an antidepression drug, 
the Canadian lournal of Psychiatry 
claimed that some users experience 
orgasm when they yawn.

According to doctors in St. John, 
New Brunswick, one married man in 
his late twenties found the phenome 
non "awkward and embarrassing," 
while women of the same age asked 
how long they would be "allowed" to 
take the drug. Sacramento Union 
(contributed by Lynn Lazaroff)

A 150-ROOM HOTEL IN WASHINGTON. D.C.,

cost nearby Howard University $1.3 
million to buy in 1981, and since then 
has cost another $4.5 million in op 
erating losses. Howard administrators 
purchased the hotel to train students 
in hotel management. Washington Post 
(contributed by Robert Erianne)

THIS ITEM LED OPF AN ARTICLE ON

building commuter aircraft in the in 
ternational Business section of Busi 
ness Week magazine:

"To measure resistance against 
flying objects, engineers recently fired 
chicken carcasses at 300 mph at the 
windshield of the new Saab-Fairchild 
twin-engine turboprop airplane. The 
windshield held,' recalls Tom Turner, 
president of the joint venture, but 
'mud, blood, and feathers were every 
where.' " (contributed by Chris 
Bohjalian)  
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Now Offering Shirts and Fine Sweaters from

National Lampoon offers 
the most prestigious 
shirts and sweaters in 
America, and at a price 
prestigious people can 
afford.

Please send me _ National Lampoon 
Frog Shirts at $14.95 each, plus 
$1.50 tor postage and handling.
WHITE: _ small _ medium _ large 

BLUE: —small _ medium _ large 
YELLOW: _ small _ medium _ large 

GREEN: _ smalf _ medium _ large 
GRAY: _ small _ medium _ large 
CAMEL: _ small _ medium _ large

Please send me _ National Lampoon 
Frog Sweaters at $20.95 each, plus 
$2.00 for postage and handling.
GRAY: __ small _ medium _ large 

BUCK: _ small _ medium _ large

ADDRESS. 

CITY___

I enclose $. -to:
National Lampoon, Dept. 984
635 Madison Avenue
New York, N.Y, 10022
New foik lesidents. please a<id 8'/i percent sales tax

The Frog family of fine apparel is 
proud to announce the introduction 
of the Frog Sweater. The Frog 
Sweater comes in three sizes and is. 
a legend for its softness, warmth, 
and style. And Frog Clothing 
continues to offer the Frog Polo 
Shirt. Both shirt and sweater sport 
the distinctive symbol of the Frog 
line, a double-amputee frog.

The unfortunate frog is your 
assurance that you have purchased 
the very finest. Wear your shirt with 
pride—with or without a Frog 
Sweater over it—whether you 
yourself have legs or not

Frog Sweaters and Shirts are 
available only by mail. The price? 
Sweaters are just $20.95 plus 
postage and handling. Polo shirts 
are $14.95plus postage and 
handling.

Order your sweater and/or shirt 
today and ensure yourself of the 
respect your taste and discernment 
deserve. .

Polo shirts available in:

Green Gray Camel 
Sweaters available in:

Gray Black
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Memorable Advertising

We wont to give you something 
to mate your child vomit.

UsBa.ni. 
Dooukntm
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Today's 
imel Lights, 

uhexpectediy mild. -TASTE

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.

' -- w.

.9 nig. "tar", 0.8 mg. nicotine av. par cigarette by FTC melhod.
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LETTERS

(CONTINUED FROM PAGIL 6)

Sirs:
Know how Japanese pilots get their 

kicks? We just replace all the passenger 
windows on our 747's with a hundred 
Sony flat-screen TV sets hooked up to a 
VCR in the cockpit. Next we play a tape 
of the jet taking off so that when the 
passengers look out of their "windows" 
everything seems normal. Then half 
way over the Pacific the pilot shoves a 
new tape into the Betamax and an 
nounces, "Ladies and gentlemen, we 
are now passing the spot where KAL 
Flight 007 was shot down." All the pas 
sengers start rubbernecking out of 
what they think are windows when a|] 
of a sudden they see a whole squadron 
of SU-15 jet interceptors firing missiles 
at them. We usually manage fifteen or 
twenty heart attacks per trip, and one 
time some nut actually opened the 
pressurized rear door, sucking all two 
hundred passengers out into the Sea of 
Japan. All in all, it's almost as much fun 
as Pearl Harbor.

Captain Hideo Video 
Japan Air Lines

Sirs:
Many of you who grew up with Se 

same Street will remember "One of 
These Things," the segment where we 
pictured four objects, three of which 
were identical, while playing the fol

lowing cute little song:
One of these things is not like the

others.
One of these things just doesn't be 

long. 
Can you guess which thing is not like

the others
Before I finish my song? 
Well, that's all well and good, but 

the truth of the matter is this. We orig 
inally planned to drive an entire gen 
eration of schoolkids neurotic or worse 
by playing the game with only two ob 
jects.

The Children's Television
Workshop

New York, N.Y.

Sirs:
Got a sec? I'm trying to do a survey 

for a client. Which do you think is a 
better name for a bank—irving Trust 
or Trust Irving?

Arthur Morgan
Arthur Morgan Management

Consultants
Connecticut, Conn.

Sirs:
Not since 1964 has a major league 

player beaned four spectator heads 
with one foul ball, and never in the 
game's hundred-plus-year history has 
there been a five-head bean. Boog 
Powell was the last player to garner the

"I've always thought it was eerie. 
He expired the same day as his Visa card."

coveted four-head crack, and he re 
members it in loving detail and with 
great emotion: "It was a very special 
moment for me, because I remember 
thinking, Til never get more than two 
heads because the attendance is so low.' 
Then on a 1-2 count I fouled off a Don 
Larsen slider into the third-base seats, 
and from the way it was moving I 
thought there was an outside chance at 
a two-header: the hot dog vendor and 
an old lady filling out her scorecard. 1 
could never have imagined in my wild 
est dreams that it would careen off the 
hot dog vendor, hit a baby, bounce 
twenty feet, pop a red-haired kid, and 
finally land on an old guy's head. It was 
the most thrilling moment of my life." 
As Boog so eloquently stated, it was the 
most thrilling moment of his life.

Boog Powell's Mother 
Cooperstown, N.Y

Sirs:
Is it improper to wear work clothes 

when you're scraping 'Amy Vanderbilt 
off the sidewalk? Also, can I put my 
thumb over the nozzle of the hose?

A Confused Scumbag 
At the bottom of a tall building

Sirs:
It seems to me that every soap on the 

tube has one Bitch in the cast, one Nice 
Guy, and one Mean Bastard. Well, I and 
my colleagues feel that each soap 
should include one character who is an 
Ordinary Asshole. Then, like, every 
one would have someone to identify 
with. If you know what we mean.

The Ordinary Assholes 
Forgottenland, U.S.A.

Sirs:
Heterosexual Intercourse in the Mis 

sionary Position has been designated 
the Official Sexual Act of the 1984 
Winter and Summer Olympics.

The Endorsements Committee 
Five Circles, Ohio

(CONTINUAL) ON PAGE 28)

Clarification: In our April 1984 is 
sue we published a parody of the 
popular cartoon strip "Tintin." It 
was entitled "Tintin in Lebanon." 
We think it was pretty funny and, 
obviously, a parody. However, just 
in case there was any doubt, we wish 
to state that we neither sought nor 
obtained permission to do our par 
ody from the proprietors of the 
"Tintin" trademarks and copy 
rights. Nor do we think it was nec 
essary to do so.
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Casio introduces the 
16-pound recocdjnastudio.

The Casio KX-101.
Casio's new computerized 

audio system does more than just 
double on keyboards. It lets you 
record your own hits.

For Casio has packed a com 
plete audio entertainment center into 
16 portable pounds of state-of-the- 
art wizardry.

TheKX-101 is 
the only sound system 
around that gives 
you an AM/FM stereo 
radio. Detachable 
speakers. A cassette 
player and recorder. A 

three-channel keyboard. And a mini 
recording studio.

So you can not only tune into 
some beautiful music you can make 
your own. The 37-key keyboard has 
monophonic and polyphonic chan 
nels that let you record melodies, 
chords, and accompani 
ment then dump them

onto a cassette tape for storage.
And the computerized tape 

recorder's nine different automatic 
scanning functions allow you to 
program and play back your tapes 
in a variety of ways.

Sound too good to be true? 
Just check outthe new Casio KX-101. 
And discover the lightweight virtuoso 
that projects the most sound per 
pound.

Where miracles never cease
Casio, Inc. Electronic Musical Instrument Division: 15 Gardner Road. Fairfield, N.J 07006 New Jersey (201) 575-7400. Los Ange!es(213) 803-3411.
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Reagan Prepares 
Nominees 
for High Court
W ITII Tl II- IMI'KNDING KI-TIUI-MI-N I 

of OIK' or more of ihc aging; Su 
preme Court justices, sources 
close io the While House say 

thai ihe president is already preparing 
a list oi' ideologically acceptable ap 
pointees. Topping thai prestigious list 
are the names ol' Mr. Potato Head and 
Cootie.

When asked during a recent press 
conference whether he would con 
sider letting a plastic toy sit on the 
bench of the country's highest court. 
President Reagan responded. "Only if 
it had interchangeable parts. 11 ul 
they're all very capable." H. II.

Government officials claim that if the savings leak continues, we may be forced 
to time-share with foreign countries.

Daylight Savings Leak 
Stuns Mid west Town

A

Mr. Potato Head, trying on his new 
robe for size.

N E'MM.OSION AT A TOl'-SI-X'RIT GOVMRMMKNT WARI-HOUSI- AND

consequent leak of toxic materials have forced the evacuation 
of several hundred Tanning families within a ten-mile radius of 
Coneordia. Kansas.

According to a Defense Department spokesman, the ware 
house is a storage facility for several million hours of daylight 

saving time, shipped there from around the country since the energy-saving 
practice began in 1918. The spokesman said nearly 375.000 hours of daylight 
had leaked out but, despite the evacuation, "no danger exists at this point in 
lime."

Still, hundreds of bleary-eyed, fatigued Kansans have been staggering into 
neighboring Heloii, collapsing onto cots placed in the high school gym by the 
Red Cross. Meanwhile, increased daylight has caused photosynthesis lo run 
amok in Coneordia. Three-himdred-fooi corn stalks, swaying in ihe wind, have 
loppled farmhouses and silos, while Greyhound bus-sized cucumbers have been 
sighted rolling over livestock and crushing several truckers. One low-flying 
Ozark airliner collided with an onion weed; the crash killed all fifty-three 
persons aboard.

Despite the explosion and leak, the government says it plans to continue 
collecting daylight, which, it claims, will be released at night during a future 
fuel crisis, culling energy consumption. However, a recent CIA report notes 
that the U.S. is conducting "daylight saving experiments." mainly in response 
to a time-saving project being carried oul by the Soviet Union. There, the report 
says, the Russians have been slowing away minutes and hours from each leap 
year, and, at some future point, they plan to release ihe lime over the Eastern 
bloc nations, pushing them several years ahead of ihe West. TJ.fc.
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The majestic Wild Turkey-a fitting symbol of our country's finest native whiskey-can be seen in the woods bordering our distillery'.

Wild Turkey Hill. 
A place unlike any other.

Austin NicMs
&

WILD
I1URKEY

&OTICKY STRAIGHT I 
WHISKEY

8

The woods on \v iiu .
•/ J. ' U

Kentucky River. On top of the hill, there's been a distillery for nearly 
150 years. It's a unique spot: gently running waters below and 
constant breezes above that cool our Wild Turkey whiskey naturally 
as it ages in the barrel. Wild Turkey Hill is a very special place.

WILD TURKEYS/101 PROOF/8 YEARS OLD
AUSTIN. NICHOLSDISTILLINGCO LAWRENCEBUF1G KENTUCKY' 19B3
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Donald and Daisy prepare to slice up the incredibly cheap cake the Hilton 
Hotels offered them as a replacement for the usual "Weekend Special" 
complimentary champagne.

Hilton to Celebrate 
Donald's Fiftieth

F OR THOSE OF YOU WHO 
have not yet made vaca 
tion plans, the Hilton 
Hotels are offering a spe 
cial package to Walt Dis 

ney World Village, to commemo 
rate Donald Duck's fiftieth 
birthday,

"Yeah, sure, it's special," claims 
Hilton executive Burt Cram. "Spe 
cial for us. I mean he's a fuckin' car 
toon! Yeah, we're inviting everyone 
to Donald's big birthday bash, and 
charging a goddamn arm and a beak 
for it. Oh sure, they get the special 
welcome cocktail. And the kids get 
a little sweet roll with Donald's face 
on it in the morning. But believe 
me, this thing is a boon for hotel

people and travel agents, not to 
mention hookers in animal cos 
tumes. That's what's special!"

Asked to comment, Mr. Duck re 
plied, "Oh, don't bother me any 
more. To begin with, the cake they 
baked was worthless. Then they 
gave Daisy and me the Ducky Hon 
eymoon Suite, which was about as 
useless as—forgive the pun—tits on 
a duck. I mean, Daisy and I haven't 
gotten it on since R. Crumb stopped 
drawing us in the sixties. We're old. 
Well, let them make their money 
off me. They always have, they al 
ways will. But someday, I'm gonna 
be fuckin' dead. Then they'll be 
sorry they didn't treat ol' Unca 
Donald a little better."—£ G.

CBS Announces Sun Glemente, Prime-Time Soap About Nixon
I MPRESSED BY THE RATINGS OF RICHARD NIXON'S VIDEO MEMOIRS, CBS IS PLAN- 

ning a new soap, to air opposite ABC's Dynasty this fall, called San Clemente. 
Its subject: the powerful Nixon family. The soap will star Bruce Dern as H.R. 

Haldeman, Richard Nixon as himself, and the euthanasic Karen Anne Quinlan 
as Julie. In the premiere, Nixon bugs his family's Thanksgiving dinner.—C. B.

Denver Announces 
Official City Dolls, 
City Doll Song

T HE MILE-HIGH CITY OF DENVER 
has introduced a new twist on 
the ever-popular civic pride 
theme: Official City Dolls. The 

dolls, replicas of male and female dolls 
produced by the Blackfoot tribe in the 
1920s, when people in Denver 
wouldn't hire Blackfeet to save their 
lives, are being produced by the Den 
ver Art Museum, with a grant from 
the National Endowment for the 
Stuffed Humanities.

"Aren't they cute?" giggled Bonnie 
Boomlet, president of the Love Those 
Dolls Committee in Denver. "And just 
listen to the funny song you can sing 
to them:

To have your lips sewn together
is mighty, mighty fun. 

'Cause when your lips are sewn
together.

You'll never say anything dumb.
Like "Hey, mister, that's my ancestral
homeland you've just built a triplex

theater on"
Or "Can you buy me a drink?"

When your lips are sewn together
Everyone loves you. "

The dolls will be sold to benefit the 
Denver Opera Society, and help defray 
Gary Hart's campaign debt.—£ G.

These playful dolls keep the memo 
ries of the first Americans alive in 
Denver's muddied consciousness.
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Sulking Jocks Okay by Me
Hey, the First 
Amendment Is a 
Two-Way Street 
Dept.: One thing 
really gets my Rufus 
up is hearing 
sportswriters whine 
because some ath 

lete has refused to be interviewed. 
That's all part of the sports beat, as far 
as I'm concerned.

For example, I asked Wiit Cham 
berlain if he'd comment on drug pro 
grams for athletes, and The Stilt re 
plied, "Chick, I just don't have the time, 
you know? 1 just can't do 
every little thing people ask 
me. Especially when you pick 
up the papers and all you see 
is the negativity, and I don't 
even like your writing." Un 
like certain crybabies, I just 
shrug it off.

I know The Stilt, he prob- m: i./ 
ably just had a bad day at the f '.if , 
office—bad decade, maybe, from what 
I hear about his investments. I bet to 
morrow he'll be all gracious and ready 
to sit still for a nice in-deplher, espe 
cially if he's got some book to plug (am 
I the only one who wouldn't buy an 
other book about the torment of being 
a black athlete?) or another string of 
rip-off Laundromats.

I say to rival sporlshunlers: Don't 
down the man because he won't help 
you earn your meager living, com 
pared to his, the hoopster's. He has a 
right not to be interviewed, even on a 
thorny question like drug programs for 
athletes, where what he says might save 
a few lives and the fact he won't talk 
has to be regarded as ... funny.

But he's a great guy. In fact, I bet 
you fans could get an answer out of 
him on the exact same question, or hell, 
any other question. Because he's IN 
CREDIBLY GENEROUS. Why not 
write him or drop by at 37 Tuftsland 
Drive, Seattle, Washington 00105, or 
call him at 206-555-8943.

And tell him: Chick forgives you.

Seaver Gone, but His Locker Lives On:
Baseball is a game played by ghosts. 
That's a good line. I stole it from Roger 
Angelt's waslebasket at the recent All- 
Star Game. He had great stuff in there: 
some paper, a very nice summery 
sweater, that line. Finders keepers. 
Anyway, I remembered it when I heard 
that Met pitcher Ron Darling had Tom

VOL. 2, NO. 74

Seaver's old locker. "I know whose 
locker it is," he said. "But I'm not Tom 
Seaver."

1 wondered if this son of respect was 
generically baseball, so I asked the 
Cincinnati Reds who had Seaver's 
locker from when he was with that 
club. It was Mario Soto. "How does it 
feel to have Tom Seaver's locker?" ! 
asked. "Metal," said Soto.

Ron Kittle had Seaver's locker on 
the While Sox. "He had it a week 
maybe," said Kittle. "Then they moved 
him." He smiled quixotically. "Now 
I'm in there."

Harold Baines has the locker 
Seaver got next. "He wanted 
two lockers," said Baines. "They 
said, how about one big locker 
instead?" Baines shrugged. "He 
said it was okay." So they moved 
him out and Baines in. "Sea 
ver's shoes are still there," said 
Baines. "But that doesn't mean 
I'll fill them. I'm a 10Vb D. Sea 

ver's a 9 E, smallest feel in baseball. 
There's only one Tom Seaver, don't 
compare us."

When Seaver first came up with the 
Mets in '67, his locker was right beside 
the Coke machine, and he was quick 
to complain of "drafts" and "dots" 
|s/c'?]. By '69 he was across the club 
house, and Cleon Jones got the locker. 
1 called him up in retirement in Mo 
bile, Alabama, to ask how it felt to have 
Tom Seaver's locker.

(ones said, "Ask how it feels to be 
Tom Seaver, much better. And better 
by the day. I am Tom Seaver. Hello? 
Seaver residence. One mo', I'll get Tom. 
Hey, Chicko? Tom Seaver here. .. ."

Ghosts, You know?

Last month I asked the Dallas Cow 
boys which was their favorite planet. 
This month I asked them which was 
their favorite Jell-O. The results: Yel 
low, 0. Green, 0. Yellow-Green Mixed, 
0. Yellow-Green Mixed with Fruit and 
Brown Things, like Flecks, 0. Red, 0. 
Red with Prizes, 4. Krypton, 36. (1 am 
discontinuing the Athletes' Poll with 
this column. Don'i even ask me to re 
consider.)

Buck Winucko Dies at Sixty-four. He'll

Pepermint

For a free recipe boohlel. write Hiram Walker Cordials. Depl 16AR PO Box 32127, Detroit. 
Ml 48232 ©1984 Peppermint Schnapps. 60 Proof Liqueur Hiram Walker Inc., Farmingtori Hills. Ml
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INFORMER
be missed. The producer of Rainout 
Theater for the last thirty-six years, 
nine with the Brooklyn Dodgers, 
twenty-four with the Yanks, the last 
three with the Mets. Steinbrenner fired 
him in a brawl over whether Yankee 
rainouts should be replaced by movies 
or Abbott and Costello reruns. Stein 
brenner was sentimental about the 
A & Cs, said they were filmed in his 
old neighborhood. When Winucko

pointed out that Steinbrenner grew up 
in Cleveland and series was supposed 
to take place in Bronx, and was filmed 
on a set to boot, The Boss gave him 
the heave. Mets picked him up. They 
continually show '69 Series highlights 
film, so controversy didn't break out 
again.

Winuggie always said his favorite 
season was '56, when Bums got off to 
a 4-0 start, then saw entire remainder

THERE IS A FINE
line indeed be 
tween being Amer- 

lica's sweetheart— 
pert, blond, and 
sexy, in a mildly 
perverse way— 

and being a hideous, whining 
woman troll, gnawing away fever 
ishly at the exposed nerves of the 
entire Western Hemi 
sphere. Such is the case 
of Sally Struthers, erst 
while cute-as-a-button, 
living, walking ball of 
unharnessed sexual en 
ergy, as seen on All in the 
Family, the popular tele 
vision series that ran for 
about forty-five years in 
the early seventies.

Struthers played 
Gloria, the socially con 
scious daughter of the 
bigoted, sexist, escaped 
Nazi war criminal known only as 
"Archie Bunker."

America adored the multi-dim 
pled blonde with curves that defied 
many of the primary theorems upon 
which modern geometry is based, 
but it was an affair doomed to fail 
ure. At first, America worshiped 
Struthers unconditionally. Then it

began to notice slight flaws in her 
personality. She was sexy, yet to 
tally devoid of sex. She talked too 
much about religion, or would 
drone on for hours about starving 
children in Third World countries. 
Her high-pitched voice, which at 
first had a cute, almost singsong, 
lilt to it, now seemed to rise in pitch, 
until it took on (he manic whine of 

a deerfly or the tiny drill 
your dentist uses when he 
wants to punish you for 
not flossing. Sally Stru 
thers was slowly, inexor 
ably driving America 
crazy with a deadly com 
bination of sexual frus 
tration and relentless ir 
ritation.

g Struthers lives alone 
Swith her memories now, 
| banished from her luxu- 
s rious series, lonely, dis- 

Sally Struthers graced. Her voice has
now risen to the point where only 
dogs can hear it. One can only guess 
what she tells them, but it probably 
sounds something like "If only there 
was some way we could save these 
children. 1 mean it just doesn't seem 
fair that we live so well and all these 
poor children have nothing to 
eat... ."—T. R.

BLANDIE

of season wiped out by floods, but had 
to be awarded N.L. pennant based on 
1.000 winning percentage, highest in 
baseball history. "1 could still tell you 
every pitch of the only game Don 
Newcombc had to win that season," 
Winuggie once reminisced. "What a 
clutch pitcher. But it was a great team. 
And a great, great year for Rainout 
Theater."

Li' I Bunts: Ran into ex-Coll QB |ohn 
Unitas at the track the other day. He 
said if Reagan died and Bush killed 
himself and it was the day before the 
election, he still wouldn't vote Dem 
ocrat. ........... Remember the
great hockey goalie Eddie Giacomin? 
Well, then you're about the only 
one............ Baseball Players As 
sociation to turn thumbs down on 
compulsory urinalysis tests. A spokes 
man says, "Urinalysis favors the play 
ers who are already on drugs and 
threatens those who may be thinking 
of trying them"............ Hope It
Ain't So Dept.: Hot rumor says re 
formed alky Darrell Porter has started 
drinking again. "It's the only way to 
wash my food down," says Cardinal 
backstop. "Four years of getting a 
whole steak down without so much as 
a swallow of juice to ease it along— 
isn't that enough pennance for any 
man?". ........... Answer to last
month's question: Dave Kingman is 
the taciturn, laconic Oakland A whose 
SATs were 440 Verbal, 459 Math. 
........... This month's question:
What former Milwaukee Buck is una 
ble to have children though he's had 
several operations and whose wife 
thinks the whole problem is "half 
mental" with him? ............ And
hey, Darrell—there's no such word as 
pennance. .......... See ya next
month. •

Written by Glenn Eichler

PIP YOU ENJOY GIVING
MDUR ANTI-PRUG ABUSE

SPEECH TOPAY, BLANPIE

I SURE pip. RIGHT IN THE 
MIPPLE OF IT A TOMATO 
WH1ZZEP PAST MY EAR

-I I THOUGHT THAT 1
MEANT THE AUPIENCE

POESN^T LIKE YOU

YES, BUT I WAS SO HIGH 
ON VALIUM I THOUGHT 
IT WAS RALLEY'S COMET

NATIONAL LAMPOON
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There's pnl^ one 
way to play it.

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health. Milds Kings, 11 mg. "iar", 0 .8 mg. nicotine; Filter Kings, 17 mg. "tar" 

1.1 mg. nicotine av. per cigarette, FTC Report Mar. '84.
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This mouth, we hold a clandestine 
conversation with the man respon 
sible for the Scholastic Aptitude 
Testa, who prefers to remain anon 
ymous.

Q: Arc students smarter today than 
they were. say. twenty years ago? 
A: STOP! Do not begin the ques 
tioning until lold to do so. Okay, 
now you may begin. 
Q: Well, arc students 
smarter today? 
A: About many things, 
yes. Unfortunately, 
these things—which 
include all of Bruce 
Springstcen's lyrics, the 
astrological signs of 
every member of Mot 
ley Crue. and where to 
get 'ludes on a Saturday 
night—are not part of 
our lest.
Q: Some time ago there 
was much debate about 
the quest ions in ihcSATs being cul 
turally biased. Has anything been 
done to rectify the situation? 
A: Well, we found there was no way 
at all to completely cater to any one 
particular group without disadvan- 
taging another, so in current SATs 
the basic ethnic group is Peruvian 
potentates, which solves a lot of

problems.
Q: Are the SATs profitable busi 
ness?
A: Would you believe it, we actually 
lose money on every test. Our in 
come is derived from ihc imported 
windup kitchen timers that test ad 
ministrators must purchase from us 
at $29.95 each.
Q: We understand that there arc 
frequent cases of cheating. 
A: Yes. but we're willing to over 
look the few No. 2 pencils that peo 
ple take home with them as sou 
venirs.
Q: No. we mean on the lest itself. 
A: Cheating, my friend, is a part of 
life, both in academia and in the 
real world. If a given percentage of 

society cheats, then a 
given percentage of 
students taking the 
SATs will cheat. That's 
the way it goes. 
Q: What about the leg 
endary "experimental 
questions"—questions 
that are not actually 
scored on the test but 
that arc thrown in to 
test the SATs them 
selves'?
A: You've gov ii all 
wrong. We receive a 
healthy sum of money 

every year from the CIA for includ"- 
ing several questions that may in 
dicate to them potential candidates 
for espionage. These questions, such 
as "Pig is to trough as Sandinista is 
to ————————," arc not scored, 
but the answers and names arc de 
livered to the government. You may 
now turn the page.—O.Y.S & /: G.

SAT

What You Don't Think 
Can't Hurt You !!
THINKING ABOUT CANCER CAN CAUSE CANCER, THE AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCf A-
tion announced today.

Dr. Milton Brody, a leading cancer researcher, said recent studies have shown 
that 99 percent of cancer victims contract the disease after prolonged periods 
of thinking about it.

"It's always the same story," Brody said. "They discover a lump, they start 
thinking it might be cancer, and boom! Divvy up the personal effects."

Brody said most cancer could be prevented if more Americans would set 
aside a part of each day to not think about the disease.

"Just fifteen minutes a day of not thinking about cancer could keep you 
healthy," the doctor noted. "Try thinking about something totally unrelated to 
terminal illness. Think about Daryl Hannah or something. Because as soon as 
you think about cancer, sure as hell you'll get it and die horribly."—M.C. & D. \.

Anti-Orphan 
GroupThrives

T HEY SPEND YEARS SEARCHING 
for their natural parents, con 
vinced their parents will be 
happy to see them, I mean, 

really, can you imagine someone being 
happy to see an orphan? Nobody wants 
them ... that's why they're orphans!" 

The speaker is Anne Baker, founder 
and guiding force behind Orphan-Off, 
an organization dedicated to keeping 
orphans confused about the where 
abouts of their natural parents. She is 
a woman with a mission:

"Basically, what we do is band to 
gether to exchange information about 
which orphans are looking for which 
parents in what part of the country. 
We're completely computerized.

"The idea is to throw the orphans 
as many red herrings and false leads 
as possible. We'll tell some twenty- 
three-year-old loser that his real par 
ents can be found at a certain address 
on the other side of the country. Well, 
by the time the kid shows up, the fam 
ily is prepared. They look over the kid's 
photos and information and they say, 
'Oh, the Emersons ... yeah, they used 
to live here ... I think they moved out 
about five years ago. I think they went 
to Iowa, or maybe Idaho.'

"Bam, the door shuts in the kid's 
face and he's back to zero again. He's 
got nothing to go on but the orphan's 
pathetic determination to continue.

''It's really amazing how much these 
kids will put up with. Last year we 
even sent one kid all the way to Aus 
tralia. 1 mean, really. Besides, if your 
natural parents were Australian, would 
you want to meet them?"

Mrs. Baker formed her group three 
years ago. At first, members came 
solely from the ranks of parents who 
had given their children up for adop 
tion—parents who feared having some 
kid show up on their doorstep to com 
plicate their lives. Then adoptive par 
ents joined in. They were upset about 
raising kids for twenty years only to 
have them leave in search of natural 
parents,

After a while, word about the or 
ganization spread. "Now," says Mrs. 
Baker, beaming broadly, "we have 
people from all walks of life. |esse 
Helms is on our board of directors.

"After all, who doesn't like to play a 
practical joke on an orphan?"— W. L.
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D National Lampoon Tenth Anniversary 
Anthology, Volume I Half of our best tenth 
anniversary hook ever—and the iirsi half.

D National Lampoon Tenth Anniversary 
Anthology, Volume II The sequel is oven 
beiier. $4.V>5

D National Lampoon Tenth Anniversary, 
Deluxe Edition This one is hardbound, for 
painful dropping on one's fool. $19.95

D National Lampoon Foto Funnies Funnies told 
through fotos. Funny. $2.95

D National Lampoon High School Yearbook 
Parody Critically acclaimed across America, 
this one still has its surviving writers chuckling.
54.95

D National Lampoon Sunday Newspaper
Parody A sequel to the High School Yearhook. 
though the two have nothing in common. $4.95

D The Best of National Lampoon, No. 5
The best stuff from 1973-1974. $2.50

D The Best of National Lampoon, No. 7
Encompassing 1975-1976. $2.50

D The Best of National Lampoon, No. 8
lakes started gelling more expensive in 
1976-1977. $3.95

D The Best of National Lampoon, No. 9
But we managed lo hold the line on prices 
during 1978-1980. $3.95

D National Lampoon's Animal House The full- 
color, illustrated book on which the movie was 
not based. This came later. $2.95

D National Lampoon Deluxe Edition of 
Animal House Carbon-dining has proven this 
edition's longevity lobe worth an extra two 
bucks. $4.95

D Cartoons Even We Wouldn't Dare Print
Not in the magazine, anyway. Disgusting. $2.95

D National Lampoon True Facts The original, 
uneensored work, now available in English. It all 
happened. $2.95

D National Lampoon's Peekers and Other 
True Facts All true, all new. To be without one 
won't do. $2.95

D National Lampoon's Game of Sell Out I .re, 
cheat, and steal and you can win this hoard 
game, as well as our hearts. $10.00

D National Lampoon's Vacation T-shirt
Celebrates the funnies) National Lampoon Mini 
since the one before the last two. $5.95 
_S -M _L

D National Lampoon "That's Not Funny, 
That's Sick!" T-shirt This is the shirt preferred 
by fans of the live theater and the criminally 
insane. $5.95 _S _M _l.

D National Lampoon Mpna Gorilla T-shirt
This gorilla looks more like a gorilla than a pair 
ol socks does. $4.95 _S _M _L

D "Save the Frog" Glow-in-the-Dark Jersey
Cartoonist Sam Gross's famed legless frag van 
now be seen in ihe dark, though noi b\ blind 
people, on this 100 percent heavy cotton iong- 
slccvcd thing. $10.95 _S _M _L

D National Lampoon Sweatshirt Available in 
navy with while lettering, while with red letter 
ing, and gray with black lettering, this producf is 
available in a veritable troika ol'color schemes. 
$13.95 _S_M _L_XL Color:_________

D National Lampoon Football Jersey With the 
famed V neck coveted by persons with triangular 
heads everywhere. $13.95 _S _M _l.

Check off what you like. Include sb.e and color. Add up whai it cosis. Tack on $1.50 for postage and handling 
if ii's under $5.00. or $2.00 for same if it's over $5.00. Add 8^ percent sales lax \olhat if you live in New 
York State. Write a check or money order for ihe total, put it in an envelope with this ad. and send it to:

National Lampoon, Depi. NL984, 635 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022 

And try to remember to include your

.Zip.

D "Voulez-vous Fuque?" T-shirt Remember 
l.ahelle? Remember this song with a French- 
.sounding chorus? $5.95 —S —M _L

D National Lampoon Frog Sweater Ifit looks 
like quality, that's because it's hand woven by 
machines. With frog liv carioonisi Sam Gross, 
in gray or black. $20.95 _S _M _L 
Color: ——————————

D National Lampoon Frog Polo Shirt Cartoon 
ist Sam Gross has lent his double-amputee frog 
to the spot above the left nipple on this line prod 
uct. In while.blue.ur yellow. $14.95 _S _M _L 
Color: __________

D National Lampoon Black Sox Softball Team
Jersey The same item worn by our own team 
before management said we couldn't have any 
more. $7,00 _S _M _I,

D National Lampoon's Animal House Base 
ball Jersey For fans ol the movie who attend 
baseball games or other events requiring 
clothing, $7.00 _S _M _l,

D National Lampoon's New Animal House 
Baseball Jersey So new, it can only be called 
used after you ve worn it. $7,00 _S _M _L.

D National Lampoon's Animal House T-shirt
For those casual occasions when a full baseball 
jersey might brand you an "I.-7." 
$5.95 _S _M _!.;

D National Lampoon Baseball Hat To own one
of these is to own a hat. $6.95

D National Lampoon Black Sox Baseball 
Jacket Famous satinesque jacket with real cot 
ton lining, now spot-ling a striking new logo. 
Gel ii? Striking? $i).95 _S _M _l,

D National Lampoon Duffel Bag Heavy-duty 
canvas, holds equipment, fresh undies, drugs. 
$14.95

D "That's Not Funny, That's Sick!" The
National Lampoon comedy album that dares to 
be round and flat. $b.95

D National Lampoon's White Album More than 
a record, less than an cighi-cylinder Uuropean 
sports car. $7.95

D National Lampoon Presents Sex, Drugs, 
Rock W Roll, and the End of the Worm
Quite frankly, our latest album has the longest 
title yet. $8.98

NATIONAL
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INFORMER

"Really Nuts Guys"Gather 
in Chicago for Shermfest '84

S PORTING CREW CUTS, THICK BLACK-RIMMED GLASSES. AND MY SON. THE 
Nut T-shirts worn under loud blazers, frenzied Allan Sherimm cultists 
from every corner of the world recently descended on Chicago's ele 
gant Palmer House in line-around-the-block numbers for ShermfesI 
'84, a weekend-long bash honoring the late, great gag-songster and 
Windy Citian. 

To the accompaniment of a sound system blaring Sherman's classic 
"Hello Muddah. Hello l :addah," Sherman hounds were able to gawk at some 
of the plump song parodist's personal artifacts set up in the Palmer House's 
tightly guarded Dakota Room. Noteworthy items included a photo of Sherman 
drinking Mai Tais with George Gobel at the 1965 Montana State Fair; the first 
draft of Steve Alien's liner notes for the breakthrough My Son, the Folksinger 
album; and, under bulletproof glass, a cocktail napkin containing the hand- 
scrawled words that later became the actual lyrics to Sherman's tongue-in-cheek 
"Shine On, Harvey Bloom,"

The undisputed highlight of Shermfest '84, though, had to be Saturday's after- 
dinner marathon sing-along, which found Sherman worshipers joining voices 
for the rousing " Frere Jacques"-styled classic, " Sarah Jackman" ("How's by you? 
How's by you?"); the laugh-till-you-cry march parody, "Seventy-six Sol Co- 
hens" (". . .in the country club"); and, of course, theachingly zany bit of "Hava 
Nagila" spoofery, "Harvey and Sheila."

No one present could remain unmoved by it all. And for too short a weekend, 
the bespectacled little song rearranger had returned from the grave to bring 
hundreds of people a little closer.—B. H

Participants in Shermfest '84 listening to a bootleg of outtakes from the My 
Son, the Nut sessions. "It was as if he was in the room with us," one fan 
commented, "and asking to order room service."

Young Americans, duplicating the 
championship chess game. "Was that 
king's knee to rook's groin, or what?" 
they ask.

PROFESSIONAL 
CHESS MESS
A WORLD-CLASS CHESS GAMI-: BE- 

tween defending world cham 
pion Anatoly Karpov of the So 
viet Union and Viktor Korchnoi 

of Switzerland resulted in violence be 
tween the two grand masters.

The game, third of a match being 
played at London's Grand Eastern Ho 
tel, saw a quiet positional "Catalan" 
opening, but the tension apparently got 
to Korchnoi after about a half hour. 
The Swiss, who in his tenth move had 
responded to Karpov's KR-Q1 
("King's rook to queen one") with 
QxBP ("Queen captures bishop's 
pawn"), submitted in writing his next 
move, Qs-Kc ("Your queen sucks my 
king's cock").

Karpov, enraged, countered with 
BxQ.sis ch. ("Bishop captures queen, 
then sits on her face and shits; check").

Korchnoi took little time to re 
spond, attacking with HL-KBNPa? 
("How would you like your king, 
bishop, knight, and pawns up your 
ass?").

Karpov's reply, FY!, prompted 
Korchnoi to slap the pieces off the 
board and lunge for Karpov's throat. 
Chess officials separated the two play 
ers, who bitterly agreed to a draw.

The next game is scheduled for 
4:00 P.M., Sunday.—T./.E.

INFORMER
Editor: Fred Graver

Contributors: Gary Bayer. Milch Coleman,
Glenn Eichler, T. J. Englander. Bill Franzen. Fred

Graver, Bruce Helford, Dave Jaffe, Charlie
Rub in. Terrv Runte
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LETTERS

(CONTINUED FROM PACE 16)

Sirs:
Why won't they let me do a feminine

hygiene commercial? I think I'd be
great: "Just put a little between your
cheek and gum." And why can't I wear
a dress and some makeup? And why
can't 1 ever get off this goddamn horse?

Walt Garrison
Clazota, Tex.

Sirs:
If they wanted to give the Nobel 

Prize to a truly great human being and 
genius, they should have given it to 
Sting. I mean, who the fuck are Lech 
Walesa and Anwar Sadat? Are their 
albums as significant as Synchronlc- 
ity? I fuckin' doubt it,

Rolling Stone Readers 
Bmindeath, Minn.

Sirs:
I'm eating better, getting regular 

sleep. I rise early and daily jog three 
or four miles. Sometimes I break into 
a full run (it's really quite exhilarating, 
though of course one mustn't overdo 
it). Now, I'm not trying to force my 
lifestyle on others. I realize there are 
some people in this world who don't 
have the guts to grow up and have to 
stick to immature lifestyles of the past, 
like animals sticking to the same

watering hole. 1 said animals sticking 
to the same watering hole. I'm not a 
fanatic. I would just like a little peace 
and quiet—I said a little peace and 
quiet—in the Letters column, 1 mean, 
it's four in the morning.

Quiet Letter 
Letters column

Sirs:
Hey, where are the beers? Who's got 

the beers? |ack? You got them, Jack? 
All right, turn up the music, man. All 
right, chugging contest! Shit, man, 
Bobby's dead. Naw, he's just passed 
out. Put him on the couch, he'll be fine. 
Who's that knocking on the door? 
Must be that asshole upstairs. Turn the 
music up, man.

Party Letters 
Letters column

Sirs:
Boy, what a traumatic experience I 

just had! You see, 1 broke up with my 
old lady. I laid it right on the line. I 
said to her, "Look, Mom, it's over. It 
was fun in the beginning, but after 
those first few years you stopped pay 
ing much attention to me. I've got a 
nice girl now who lets me do whatever 
I want—1 can go out in the rain with 
out a hat, just like that, and you won't 
hear a word of complaint. So don't ex-

"He eats from the garbage, he could
sleep in the garage, and his wine costs only ninety-eight cents a bottle. 

Oh please, Daddy, please, can we keep him?"

pect me for dinner tonight, or any other 
night. Except Fridays, of course."

She took it pretty well after 1 pried 
her head out of the oven.

Marvin Hamlisch 
New York, N.Y.

Sirs:
On the subway into Manhattan yes 

terday afternoon 1 was reading a novel 
by Marcel Proust when a Negro youth 
entered from the next car. He was a 
big, strong buck, able with no seeming 
effort to hold a large stereo radio to 
his ear and bounce around in the train 
aisle at the same time. The volume was 
raised to the highest level, and the 
sound was loud enough to drive the 
lad's monkey cousins from the forests 
of Nairobi.

As he strutted by I called, "Yo, 
Sambo!" The Negro turned my way. 
"Yeah, boy, I'm talking to you. Turn 
off the jungle music. Those of us who 
can read would like to."

The other Caucasian passengers 
bolted for the doors at the ends of the 
ear. In short order the Negro and I were 
alone. He turned his radio off and said, 
"Ah's sorra, suh. Ah din'l know Ah wuz 
disruppin' yo' enjoymen' o' Mahsel 
Proos. Lemme make aft-mends." He 
set the radio down at my feet. "Ef you 
wan', suh, you kin jum' up an' down 
on mah nigra box."

1 considered his offer a kind one and 
proceeded to do so, Soon the radio was 
nothing more than a cluster of smashed 
electronic components. With nothing 
to listen to, I suggested that the Negro 
pass the ride by spit-shining my shoes. 
He agreed. When the train pulled into 
my station, ! left.

New Yorkers just have to learn how 
to handle the colored people.

|. P. Donleavy 
Slumming between novels

Sirs:
For the class in gynecology I'm tak 

ing, the instructor is Dr. Amy 
Lowenthal. And let me tell you, Dr. 
Low is quite a piece. Last week she told 
the class we would each have to take an 
oral exam before we could pass the 
course. Boy, was I excited. When the 
big day for my test came 1 brushed my 
teeth, rinsed my mouth with Scope, 
and bought her a dozen roses and a 
bottle of strawberry-flavored douche. 
But when I got to Dr. Lowenthal's of 
fice, all she had me do was answer 
some questions.

Man, maybe I should study law.
Linus Yalow 

Columbia Medical School
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LETTERS

Sirs:
Okay, so we're having problems get 

ting people into our planes. That 
doesn't mean we're just gonna pack up 
and die, No, sir. Starting next spring, 
for every coast-to-coast round-trip 
ticket you buy on Eastern Airlines, 
you'll get a free unemployed worker 
as your servant absolutely Tree.

Here at Eastern we want to treat you 
right.

Frank Borman 
Miami, Fla.

Sirs:
It used to be a white brick road, but I 

took care of that.
Tbtb 

Kansas

Sirs:
Hey look, we're real sorry, but we've 

made a horrible mistake. We've been 
up here talking to Karl Marx and he's 
got us convinced. Communism is the 
only way to go. Sorry for all the incon 
venience we've caused.

George Washington
John Adams

Thomas (efferson
Political limbo

Sirs:
Do you know what the most popu 

lar film in the history of |apan is? 
Mommie Dearest. The Japanese liked 
the movie so much, they're making a 
sequel to it, called foan Crawford vs. 
Megaton. Word's out that she'll beat 
him to death with her eyebrows. I'm 
holding back my loins right now, it's 
going to be so exciting.

Rex Reed 
Apple Valley, Calif.

Sirs:
I was just sitting here thinking, and 

I suddenly realized that there is no or 
ganized group or club for people who 
like to have their blood rush to the top 
of the head. Think about it.

Pop Johnson 
Out in the sun again

Sirs:
Pizza Hut is a WASP's idea of Italian 

food: V-8 juice on Wonder bread. I tell 
you, people will eat any kind of shit as 
long as it's franchised.

Cookiepuss
From over 156 stores across 

this great land of ours

Sirs:
As a literary person, it has been my 

privilege to edit some of the finest

works put out by my publisher, Out- 
latest project is a revised version of the 
Bible, and I've been selected to edit 
Genesis. 1 haven't figured out all the 
changes yet, but I know one thing for 
certain: the first line will be changed 
to "Let there be stores."

Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis 
New York, N.Y.

Sirs:
Do you use funny pictures of ani 

mals in your magazine? My cat likes 
to roam the house wearing a set of Sony 
Walkmans, and he looks really cute. 
Are you interested?

Dave Pfister 
Lynbrook, N.Y.

Sirs:
You know I'm big in cable with 

WTBS, the "Superstation"; CNN; and 
CNN2. But even with all of this I can't 
help but feel I don't get enough pub 
licity. Days go by when nobody calls 
from the press. So, to correct this prob 
lem, I am forming a new twenty-four- 
hour cable channel to be called the Ted 
Turner Network. The programming 
will concern itself with Ted Turner and 
his wonderfully alive life. Cameras will

be on hand to show me waking up, 
shaving, having coffee at the office, ne 
gotiating big deals—you name it.

Ted Turner 
Atlanta, Ga.

Sirs:
The Red Cross has just hired me as 

its official spokesman, and I've come 
up with this new slogan. Tell me what 
you guys think. 

"This blood's for you,"
Ed McMahon 

Carsonville, Calif.

Sirs:
Whenever the ratings go down, the 

producers tell me to do something dra 
matic. Last week, for example, we had 
this cleaning lady accused of spilling 
Windex on some guy's stereo. He was 
asking for $150 in damages, but she 
contended the turntable had already 
been damaged. Well, during the com 
mercial break I weighed both sides 
carefully, and then I sentenced the lady 
to fifty years' hard labor. You should 
have seen the Nielsens the next week! 

Judge Wapncr 
"The People's Court"

(CONTINUED ON PACT. 48)
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BY DAVE Y

PROFESSOR
VMS

L ET'S SET THE RECORD STRAIGHT. 
The coroner's report did not list 
Dennis Wilson's last three 
words as "Help me, Rhonda." 
Likewise, Michael (ackson's bi 
ography does not identify the 

singer's favorite cereal as "Cocoa 
Krispies." Nor is there any evidence 
that an individual of Polish extraction 
might "disappear" upon placing a pair 
of Odor Eaters in his shoes. Yet my 
students—especially one Sheeky 
Meltzer—persist in spreading such 
groundless, unproven drivel in total 
disregard of my lectures. I now have

If 1984 brings Armageddon,
Meltzer working with autistic chil 
dren after classes. Listen up, or you'll 
be feeding tapioca to the veggies, too.

EXAMPLE ]: Q: Why do Mexicans eat
beans all day?
A; So they can take a bubble bath at
night.

Most of us can recall those innocent 
days of childhood when we enter 
tained ourselves by creating flatu 
lence-induced spherical pockets of 
gaseous air beneath the surface of our 
bathwater, only to chortle as they trav 
eled to the top, ending their journey
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Alan Thicke be hosting?
with a humorous sound effect, and, 
more often than not, accompanied by 
a negligible puff of stench. As chil 
dren, however, our underdeveloped 
sphincter muscles, coupled with a low- 
fiber diet consisting mostly of Hostess 
Ding Dongs and [ujubes, enabled us 
to produce no more than two or three 
such volleys per weekly bath. By con 
trast, when the common Mexican 
reaches adulthood, usually believed to 
be around thirty, fiber levels in the 
daily diet increase considerably as a 
direct result of ingesting seeds of the 
leguminous Fabaceae plant, an erect

bush sprouting edible pods of the snap, 
lima, green, wax, and mung varieties. 
Some people call them "beans." Given 
the anal-circumference allowances in 
the heterosexual Mexican and the 
heavy fiber content in his colon tract, 
averaging .005 gram per digested bean, 
he could, if so inclined, issue forth as 
many as ninety to one hundred bub 
bles in a half-hour bathing session. 
However, a collect call placed to lab 
oratory researchers at the makers of 
Mr. Bubble, Inc., determined that even 
the most modest affair would have to 
include at least 440,000 bubbles to

« — .
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qualify, and that "a real major-league 
bubble bath" could consist of as many 
as three billion bubbles. Mexicans 
would have to dine on approximately 
seven tons of beans a day to enjoy an 
organic bubble romp, at a cost of nearly 
$ 12,000 wholesale, exceeding the typ 
ical Mexican's daily ineome by $ 11,998.

EXAMPLE 2; Q: What do you call a black 
psychiatrist with a master's degree from 
Yale, a doctorate from Princelon, and 
a Ph.D. from Harvard? 
A: Nigger.

While I have no problems with the 
punch line, the "setup" here is way off 
course. Any black person with such 
outstanding academic credentials is 
not going to waste his time counseling 
looney tunes on a leased couch for fifty 
dollars an hour, It's an eslablished fact 
that such highly educated individuals 
possessing a wall full of degrees pur 
sue careers more inclined -to produce 
a cash flow conducive to keeping any 
number of separate books. Leafing 
through the sixteen-page Who Dat lie 
in American Business, one can easily 
sec this philosophy in practice: dry 
cleaning (George Jefferson, Cornell 
'48); bakery items (Wally Amos, Uni 
versity of Southern California '49); 
and petroleum-based hair-care prod 
ucts (John Johnson, Michigan State 
'51), to name but a few. Says Don "Soul 
Train" Cornelius {Northwestern '56, 
summa cum laude), "The only reason

we go to college is to mess with the 
white women,"

F-XAMPLI- 3: A man walked into a diner 
and ordered a hamburger. The sweaty 
cook grabbed a glob of meat, placed it 
under his armpit, and repeatedly raised 
and lowered his arm to form the patty.

"That's disgusting!" exclaimed the 
customer.

"Yeah? Wait'11 you see our glazed 
doughnuts."

Ill-mannered or not, the cook here 
must be commended for bravely em 
ploying the recommended technique 
for ground-beef-patty formation—long 
a problem in the professional kitch 
en—in full view of paying customers. 
The smart chef knows that unsavory 
grease collects on the surface of a 
poorly shaped mound, not unlike the 
spittle that settles onto the indented 
lower-stomach area of the emaciated 
Shelley Duvall during a slobbering 
cunnilingus session. Conversely, grease 
will roll off a patty if sloped at a thirty- 
degree angle, the precise interior di 
mension of the normal adult's glcnoid 
cavity, or arm socket—hence justifi 
cation for the cook's behavior. Addi 
tionally, the inference that male ejac 
ulate was utilized as a glazed topping 
can be substantiated by pointing out 
that the consistency of cheap Grade F 
dough (of which all doughnuts are 
made) prohibits a smooth attachment 
to commercially available glazing,

whose adhesiveness is far below that 
of gummy seminal fluids, as your 
neighborhood dry cleaner knows only 
too well. As little as four grams of 
spermatozoon can provide a strong 
enough binding to complete the 
doughnut, and, at the same time, pick 
up an employee's day considerably. 
Productivity, of course, is relevant to 
the maker's age, physical condition, 
and ready supply of teenage fantasies, 
all of which helps explain why Win- 
chell's must stay open twenty-four 
hours, Taking these facts into account, 
the above patron was totally out of line 
in his outburst and deserves no more 
than a frozen burrito from 7-Eleven.

EXAMPU-; 4: 0: What do you call an 
Indian butler? 
A: Mahat Macoat.

I consulted a dusty publication en 
titled Proper Servant Procedures in the 
British Colonies, written in 1923 and 
still in use today, despite a hefty drop 
in circulation. Chapter Seven deals ex 
clusively with the Indian colony and 
the many domestics employed by the 
English, most of whom were catego 
rized as "untouchables," save those 
clever enough to change the caste color 
of the dot on their foreheads with a 
crayon, Page 301 advises the follow 
ing: "Always be a gentleman, for you 
must set an example for the mother 
land. The proper way to address your
I C O N '1 I N L' I: P ON CAUL *> 7 I
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BY CHARLES KAUFMAN AND PAUL PROCH

ARSENIC AND
November 16, 1980. 3:00 A.M. Bob
"Robert" Woodward, lone reporter, 
woke from a dream about Carl Bern 
stein in a meat grinder lo the ringing 
of the telephone.

"Woodward, this is Ben Bradlee, 
your boss and editor of the Washing- 
ion Post." Bradlee sounded badly 
shaken. "You better sil down, Bob. I 
have some bad news."

"I'm lying down. Will that do?"
"No. Get up and sit down. No. never 

mind. It's okay to lie down. But for 
God's sake, man, whatever you do, 
don't stand up!"

"Okay. Ben."
"Junior Samples ... oh God, Bob 

.. . lunior Samples has been found 
missing and presumed dead in his two- 
hundred-dollar-a-day bungalow on his 
private man-made beach around the 
fountain next to the soda machine in 
the lobby of the Nashville Best West 
ern."

In a daze. Woodward hung up the 
phone and poured a Scotch on rye.

First Woodward cried. Then he was 
angry. Then he cried again. Then he 
shined his shoes. Then he took a bath, 
Then he felt better, but not great. Then 
he whined. Then he went back to bed 
and fell asleep.

4:10 A.M. Woodward woke from a 
dream about Bernstein in a cannibal's 
pot to the phone ringing again.

It was Ben Bradlee.
"What the hell are you watting for? 

Get on the plane to Nashville and re 
construct the last forty-eight hours of 
Samples's life."

"Okay," Woodward whined, with 
reason. "But I won't work with 
Stinko."

"Who?" Bradlee asked.
"You know. Dopey Carl Bernstein. 

He's a pest. He has lo go everywhere 
1 go and know everything I find out. 
He's like a baby."

"He's not the baby. You are," said 
Bradlee.

'No, you are," Woodward chided.
'No, you are."
'No, you!"
'No, you!"
'No, me! Damn!',' Woodward had

Death
Junior

Samples
blown it. Bradlee, long recognized as 
the smartest man in the world by Crazy 
Ed, the mail-room coffee boy, had out 
witted Woodward again.

"Ha!" Bradlee gloated, and quickly 
hung up.

9:14 A.M. The Aer Lingus Washing-
ton-to-Nashville air shuttle. Wood 
ward greedily accepted his compli 
mentary breakfast of whiskey and soda 
bread, and cream cheese on Junior 
Samples's autobiography, Everything 
About lunior. Woodward read the book 
from cream cheese to cream cheese. 
All it said was: "I am fat. I wear over 
alls." And it said it over and over again 
for 250 pages.

Thai may be good enough for Ox 
ford University Press, Woodward 
thought, but the Washington Post digs 
deeper. Here I go!

11:13 A.M. Nashville Best Western. 
Woodward took a look around Sam 
ples's bungalow. There wasn't much 
there he hadn't already learned from 
the book, fust overalls and a scale, and

a pot of cream cheese simmering on
the stove.

Crossing the beach to the soda ma 
chine, Woodward questioned mainte 
nance man Milton joe Schwartz- 
berger, a circus-like midget with a 
haircut.

The horrifyingly freakish dwarf, or 
"little person," as they prefer to be 
called,* had some bad news. Samples 
was no longer missing and presumed 
dead. He had been found and was def 
initely dead. Schwarlzberger said 
Samples had been found when they 
dragged the fountain.

"Look," Woodward said, "1 read 
Samples's book, and if there was one 
idee fixe that obsessed him like no 
body's business, it was that he was fat. 
Now you mean to tell me that you 
couldn't see a man as fat as Samples 
in this fontaine petite without drag 
ging it?"

"He wasn't in the fountain," 
Schwartzberger explained. "He was 
underneath. We found him when we 
dragged the fountain over to the front 
desk because the night manager 
wanted a drink."

What was the cause of death? Some 
thing heavy had fallen on him. An au 
topsy determined that it had been a 
large simulated-marble vessel adorned 
with cherubs and filled with water and 
three or possibly more coins. Any clues 
as to what the objet de inori had been? 
No. The police were stymied. But as 
soon as they finished their golf game, 
they were going to check into the pos 
sibility that it was the hood ornament 
on Liberaee's car.

Woodward sat down on the edge of 
the large simulated-marble fountain. 
Schwartzberger sat on his lap.

"What can you tell me about the man 
inside the overalls?" Woodward asked.

"Well," Schwartzberger said, "he 
was a big tipper. At least that's what 
the crew of the ferry on the bayou 
called him. And a ladies' man? Hus-

'Some of Ihe nine out of ten psychologists polled 
might say. if pressed, that there might be a few peo 
ple who may think—and don't quote them on this— 
that these men no bigger than a child's toy are made 
to feel like big men (ha-ha) indeed, but not in stature 
(heh-heh).
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ker-du! He had a famous dame on each 
arm for every broken lighl on Broad 
way between )48ih Street and 157th 
Street. Zsa Zsa Cabor. Eva Gabor. 
Linda Gabor. And the twins. Pat and 
Mike Gabor. Dody from My Three 
Sons. She's quite a looker now, and she 
uses that overbite to her advantage. But 
you know, for all his fast women and 
loose cars, and ail his drugs and al 
cohol, and all his usual tables at his 
fancy nightclubs, I think he was the 
loneliest guy I ever met. He never really 
had the one thing he really wanted: 
someone to love him for himself, not 
for the sex, drugs, and good times he 
could provide, Also he ached to be in 
charge of the world's food supply. But 
that is another story, my friend."

Woodward asked Schwartzberger 
what he knew about the day Samples 
died.

Samples had left his bungalow for 
work around 8:13 A.M.. Schwarlz- 
bcrgcr said. He had a hundred dames 
on each arm, a couple on his back, and 
one on each shoe. "1 don't know," 
Schwartzbcrgcr mused. "He seemed 
like a burdened man."

Sehwarlzbergcr gave Woodward the 
once-over twice, because he had for 
gotten to load the film the first time. 
"A burden that you, in your homeli 
ness beyond the laws of physics, are 
1101 likely to be (he bearer of very soon, 
and for the rest of your life. Ha-ha!"

"At least I'm not a horrifyingly 
freakish dwarf," Woodward shot baek, 
sharp as a taek and two hundred limes 
as tall.

"At least I don't have a horrifyingly 
freakish dwarf sitting on my lap,"

Schwartzberger shot back, sharp as a
tack and half again as tall.

"Neither do 1 now!" screamed 
Woodward, throwing the hellish thing 
into the fountain and stalking off, 
triumphant, to find a cab.

"Take this!" Schwartzberger shot 
back, fast as a bullet and tall as a bullet 
and ... oh, Woodward's God! It was 
a bullet!

Fortunately, Schwartzberger was as 
good a shot as he was an impersonator 
of tall Abe Lincoln at the local Macon 
County fair in the summertime. So he 
missed and collapsed to the ground in 
a heap junior, and he wept little tiny 
tears.

12:13 P.M. Hce Haw-ville.* Woodward 
had to bribe the armed "tour guide" 
with 2.5 grams of gumbo—almost his 
whole supply—before he was let 
through the gate. Once inside, he in 
terviewed some 65,000 people, 
about half of them under hypnosis. Not 
that it was his intention to become 
hypnotized halfway through his inves 
tigation. It's just that Professor Hypno, 
who was appearing on the show that 
week, was such a darned good hyp 
notist that Woodward didn't stand a 
chance. Needless to say, most of the 
latter 32,000 interviews were ren 
dered useless due lo the reporter's in 
ability to recall anything that hap 
pened after his "talk" with Hypno, and 
to the fact that he was obliged to take 
off his clothes and cluck like a chicken 
whenever someone said the word "the."

However, by painstakingly twisting 
the information gathered in the first

'Oh, my God! Spotly? Spotty? They've stolen the Steinway!'

33,000 interviews, and by fabricating 
entire episodes to suit the "truth," 
Woodward was able to piece together 
a sketchy scenario of the events lead 
ing up to Junior Samples's disappear 
ance and death, and this it what it 
spells:

November 14,198O. 10:13 A.M. The
morning of the day before his death, 
lunior Samples awoke in a prison cell. 
At 4:13 that morning, he had been 
picked up for driving under the influ 
ence of gumbo, and for possession of 
more than an ounce of same. Looking 
out the window, he saw his teenage 
fans chanting on his behalf.

"Free Samples! Free Samples!" they 
cried. One middle-aged man rushed 
over to them and asked, "Where are 
the free samples?" He was told, "Free 
Junior Samples."

The man just walked away mutter 
ing, "There's always a catch!"

The man seemed to represent the 
over-thirty attitude to the whole lu 
nior Samples phenomenon, Only the 
young-at-brain could understand and 
relate to the man who personified the 
word "swinger" and the state of Okla 
homa while still being able to forget 
his lines and, with a little extra study 
ing of the script, everyone else's.

At 11:13 A.M., Dean Martin, who had 
been arrested the previous night for 
drinking while children in India went 
sober, and Samples were released into 
each other's custody because, in Nash 
ville, Junior Samples was an institu 
tion and Dean Martin was to be sent 
there for evaluation.

As they pulled out ol the prison Park- 
N-Lock in his Rolls-Royce pickup, 
Samples immediately fell asleep at the 
wheel. Martin took the opportunity to 
use the truck phone and call the Chair 
man of the Board—Mr... .Francis Al 
bert Sinatra!

At this point the following conver 
sation took place between Martin and 
Sinatra, according to Buck Owens, 
who was still attached to the gun rack 
where he had fallen asleep the night 
before. From this vantage point he was 
able, by utilizing the gun-rack exten 
sion, to listen in undetected, except for 
one point toward the beginning of the 
conversation when he said, "Hello, this 
is Buck Owens."
(CONTINUED ON 1'AGE 44)

'The vast walled city-state within the ci!y of Nash 
ville which contains the complex of Hee Haw re 
cording, television, and film studios, the publishing 
house, hairstyling salons, etc, It is divided into three 
parts: the Hee Sector, the Haw Sector, and the For 
bidden Zone. All of Nashville's roads lead to it.
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M770MI LAMPOON OFFERS 
MED SCHOOL BY MAIL

H I, I'M IRVING, THE HUMOR DOCTOR. FOR YEARS 1 HAD 
patients coming to me with maladies 1 simply 
couldn't diagnose. There was listlessness, mor 
bidity, a general malaise. Ailments ranged from 
psychological to terminal. Nothhig could cure 
them. Nothing seemed lo work. 

Then I came across an article by Mao Tse-tung, 
titled "Laughter as Medicine," written while on his now 
famous medicine-free Long March. Mao told the story of 
how when one of his men fell off a sevcn-thousand-foot 
cliff with the luncheon meats, Mao and the others laughed 
it up and told jokes about the Nationalists until their stricken 
comrade was well and back on his feet.

Right then, something clicked. I knew this must be the 
answer I had devoted my life to finding. No longer would 
I dabble in X rays, drugs, or Band-Aids. Laughter would be 
my medicine! Quickly 1 went about my business. 1 secured 
a number of copies of the National Lampoon, chose my 
first guinea pigs, and supplied them with a steady dose of 
the humor magazine. We proceeded slowly at first, as this 
was still a relatively new form of medicine, which 1 had yet 
to master. Gradually I increased the dosage, always keeping 
enough copies of the Village Voice, U.S. News and World

Report, Rolling Stone, and other humorless publications on 
hand as an antidote to an overdose. Within days, a meta 
morphosis was clearly discernible. The patients were healthy 
and walking around. One patient's arm grew back. Pa 
tients, once close to death, now spew forth one-liners and 
hand out exploding handkerchiefs.

Sirs:
I'd subscribe to the Journal of the American Medical Association, but I don't 

always understand their jokes. Please send me:

D One year of National Lampoon at $9.95 (save $14.05 over newsstand price 
• and $2.00 over subscription price).

D Two years of National Lampoon at $13.75 (save $34.25 over newsstand 
price and $4.20 over subscription price).

D Three years of National Lampoon at $18.50 (save $53.50 over newsstand 
price and $6.45 over subscription price).

Send check or money order to National Lampoon, Dept. NL984, 635 Madison Ave. 
New York. N.Y. 10022. Add $5.00 per year lor Canada, Mexico, and other 
foreign lands. All checks must be in U.S. funds.

NAME__ 

ADDRESS. 

CITY___ .STATE. _ZIP.

For ultra-fast service, call toll-tree 1-800-331-1750. Ask for Operator #31.
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Wfi1 KRAMfAGL? NEVER SET SICK, rHEY'P 
BETTERNOT, BECAUSE IF THEYOO,.,-THEY'RE
PEAPMEAT. SUFFERING FROM SEVERE IMMUNE 
PEFtCteNCY SYMPROM£, THE WAMMeLS ALL
LACK THE ABILITY TO FIGHT DISEASE. EXCEPT
FOR GRANDPA, WHO S/MPLY HAS NOWHERE 
ELSE TO LIV£. 7HE FAMILY HAS SPEA/TtTff 
ENTIRE LIFE INSlPG A GERM- FRE£ PLASTIC, 
8U88LE AT NEW YORK'S LUTHER GENERAL 
HOSPITAL, DOCTORS'HAVE PERFORMED 
EVERY CONCEIVABLE T£ST, ANO ALL /M6*V»MS- 
FUL RESEARCH ENOEO YEARS AGO, WITH THE 
EXCEPTION OF W OCCASIONAL FIELD TRIP, 
7HE KffAMMSLS RECEIVE NO VISITORS. ANO 
LETTERS HAVE 7RICKLEP POWN TO THREE 
OR FOUR PER YEAf?.
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KNOW WHAT THAT AFTER LUNCH.,,

ATTeNTlOlsJ,
i HAVE A SURPRISE

FEMININE HYGIENe 
STeRIU7 AT/ON CHAMBER

pipe JUNIOR. ONEOUTBURST 
LIK6 THAT AMP'RE LOOKING AT A SONS-MARROW TRANSPLANT;

AS SORN*w/vte viseAs .
.' HOW WONDERFUL/

op COURSE,
ONE LITTL6 PROBLEM,..

INSIDE THE 
KRAMMSL

CAN'T TAKE IT 
FOR A

TH5 PVPPY/S TAKEM
OUT OF ITS' BUBBLE 
ANP ALLOW0P TO 

WITH THE
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STOP HIM
OR WE'LL
ALL DIE,
SWS6T-
HEAffT/

7HATPAY, AP7£R T#£ 
exCITEMeNT Of THE NSW

WOff/V OFf= rHB 
KRAMMGLS ff£Tt/ff/V TO Ttfeff?

CABIN f=£V£ff.

i CAN'T set
ANY FUCKING

MOMMY,
PSS3AO

IS CHEWN3
ON THE

THENeXT MORNING, 7H£ KRAMMSLg AffS 
AWAKSNBP 0y TH£IK PHYS(C/AN, Pff.,

i Have so/we
&OOV NEWf 

FOR YOU.

NOT 
HAVING CHID 

FOR LUNCH ?_

you've eegNcoopeoup
IN THI5 HOSPITAL ALL YOUR

, ANP B/eOSH,I 
THINK IT'51 4BOJT TIME YOU
SOT TO see -rne OUTS^PE
WORLP. I've MAPe SPECIAL

ANO EVgRX ONE OF
you WILL se GO/MG7Q

7He KffAMMSLff PRSPAtfe FOR 
THSfR BIG MY AT T#£ BEACH.

WE'LL SUILP \\ <30NNA 
WE'RE GOING , ASAND CASTLES/J V FUN/
TO
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LATER, AT THS FRBIQHT 
ELEVATOR,

POWT you
HAVE A

BUSSLS Off
WHOLff NSW WORLD

SORRX, FOLKS,
BUT we HAP TO HOW co/v\e we

HADTOTAK^ALL 
OUfi STUFF.P

AIR OUT LET ME
KNOW i FIT sets
A BIT STUFFS IN 

THERE

WHAT'S
A -r&tp TO-me
BSAGfl 
WITHOUT 

A SMACK 
STOP?

GOING ON ? 
MOVE IT/ /I PATTIES

r—

a

I KNEW
THIS WAS1

A SAD

FINALLY, TH6 CONVOY ARRfVeff, AND THE KRAMMSt.S'WT TH£ 8£AM.
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PR. MlUEff, We REALLY APPRECIATE 
THIS ANP EVeWyTHlN6, BUT ISN'T
THERE- ANV WAV we CAN EN-JO/ 

BEACH WITHOUT BEING IN -THE

WELL, ... .„ 
GREAT?

NO. I'LL
CHECK SACK

WITH YOU
LATER.

8SACH ISN'TQWT£

8U6SLe'5 
UP,,,, I THANK HEAVEN 

VNE'RE GOINS 
HOME.

HOSPITAL 
AGAIN/

r—s ney/ THIS
DOESN'T

LOOK LIKS
THE WAX

PACK TO THE
HOSPITAL.,,,

THAT'S FUNNX 
COULV SWEAR 
Live ON THE TENTH

WHER6 
WANNA

STOPOfJ |V

-me sire 
OF AH URBAN

PROJECTIN -rue
H5AZT

SOUTH 
BRONX.

Five HOURS LATetf, 
ARE BACK ON TfJ£ ffOAP.

I'LL... ._.
COMPLAIN

ABOUT
BEING

STUCK IN
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I'M 5ORRV TO HAVE TO TSLL YOU THIS1, BUT
BREAKS 
THE BAP

I'M AFffAlP We've RUN OUT OF FUNC?ff TO 
CARE FOR YOU. THE PONATlONS JUST AREN'T 
COMING IN LIKE THEXUtfEPTO. IN FACT, 
THEY'RE NOT COMING IN AT ALL. THE CITY 

WAS NICE ENOUGH TO DONATE THIS1 
FOR YOU TO LIVE ON.

BUT PIPN'T YOU 
A SREAT (7AV

PL6AS6 COME SACK.' 
WE PROMISE NOT TO 06 
ANY MORE TROUBLE.'

DOWN 
WINPEXMOMMY

WHEN ARS
we GOING

WHV IS IT (SETTING 
PARK, MO/V\AAy?IT 
NEVEI? GerS PARK 
AT tHe HOSPITAL,

AKG 
. ANPI 

AIN'T EVEN PUSTIN'.

PLEASE LFAV6 
US ALONE.
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ARSENIC AND OLD OVERALLS
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 36)

MARTIN: Hello, Frank. It's Dean, Oooh, I 
want to tell you.. ,. Do you remember Ju 
nior Samples? Heh-heh.

SINATRA: Husker-du! Do 1 ever!*
MARTIN: Well, I'm with him now. Oooh. 

And the time is ripe to make more fun of 
him than we ever have before.

OWENS: Hello, this is Buck Owens.
SINATRA: What do you have in mind, Dino 

mine?
MARTINI We invite him up to your house, 

tell him that we changed our mind, that 
the Rat Pack deal is on again. Heh-heh. 
That the only one who was against it was 
Peter Lawford and he's been thrown oul 
on his cummerbund.

SINATRA: I like your thinking, baby. You 
are one cool cat.

MARTIN: Oooh. And now here's the best 
part.. ..

As Martin's plan unfolded, the truck 
hit a bump, and Buck Owens fell off 
the gun rack and into a ditch on the 
side of the road. No one knows why 
he lay there for seventy-two hours, but 
every scientist in the world would 
agree with Woodward's theory that he 
was probably a victim of Dontlet- 
meanoia, a type of amnesia in which 
one imagines a ditch is where one be

longs, or in hell, but not out warning 
one's friends about impending practi 
cal jokes at their expense.

Meanwhile Samples and Martin 
drove on to Sinatra's home, the Golden 
Nugget Hotel in Bald Knob, Arkansas, 
right across from the store with all the 
tires and refrigerators out front.

Waiting in the parking lot as they 
drove up were: Sinatra, Sammy Davis 
|r., |oey Bishop, Jill St. John, and a se 
verely tuxedoed man introduced only 
as "P. L." Samples was handed a tux 
edo, a martini, and a showgirl in a se 
quined gown and was told: "Here. Put 
these on."

Once Samples was dressed, each of 
the seven got into an Aston-Martin. 
Then the procession of the autos of the 
rich and famous drove upstairs so the 
drivers could get their wallets, then 
downstairs to the basement, where the 
hotel's nightclub and Bald Knob's most 
sizzling spot du night, the Golden 
Knobarama, was located.

Seated under the biggest and best 
table, in the center of the room, under 
a spotlight, the Rat Pack proceeded to 
order dinner. Samples had his eye on 
the filet mignon and the asparagus 
Thomas P. "tips" au Neill. But the Rat

POISON
SOCRATEFWANIC 

HEMLOCK

you ,..- - „. "DRINK HEMLOCK.'

Pack had other plans. To prove his 
dedication to the group, Martin told 
him, he should order live rats in a bas 
ket. Then eat them. Then ask for sec 
onds.

Samples balked, but Davis Jr. re 
minded him that they had been willing 
to ax Lawford.

"Well, that's not axing much," Sam 
ples quipped, reminding himself of the 
latter-day George S. Kaufman.

The remark was met with stony si 
lence.

"The least you can do," Davis Jr. 
continued, "is eat live rats."

"Remember," P. L. told Samples, "a 
day without Peter Lawford—heh- 
heh—is like a day without Junior Sam 
ples eating live rats."

"Heh-heh," they all agreed.
Reluctantly Samples agreed. "I 

agree," he said.
The waiter, Fernando, brought the 

rats, and Samples ate them.
After two helpings, Samples 

beamed.
"At last, my lifelong dream has been 

realized. Now I am a member of the 
Rat Pack!"

It was probably Fernando who 
laughed first, then Francis Albert, then 
the entire Rat Pack.

Samples looked from face to Rat 
Pack face. His eyes came to rest on the 
enigmatic P. L. He noticed that laugh 
ing sounds were coming from the face, 
but the face was not moving. It was as 
in a dream. As if the face were made 
ofplastic.Indeed.Foratthispoint"P.L" 
was revealed to be none other than 
Peter Lawford wearing a child's chew- 
able plastic Fred Flintstone mask.

Still laughing, the Rat Pack stripped 
^Samples of his tuxedo, sequined 
showgirl, and martini, then tied him 
up and threw him into the community 
punch bowl.

Then they left, still laughing, leav 
ing Samples to pay the bill, leave the 
tip, and mop the floor around the 
punch bowl.

Samples had never felt so degraded 
and humiliated in his life as he did now.

"Oh my God," he wept. "I wish I 
were dry."

He collapsed into unconsciousness, 
and the basement collapsed into the

'Years earlier, Frank's wife had kicked him out. re 
questing that he never return. He showed up at the 
door of his childhood friend Junior Samples. And, 
in a moment of emotional instability, requesled that 
Samples join the Rat Pack. The only thing thai de 
stroyed Samples's chances of watching Peter Law- 
ford rub elbows with himself was that, during the 
filming of Ocean's 11 1 Samples kept tipping the boat 
to one side. He was given a six-pack, kicked out of 
the Rat Pack, and sent packing.
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ARSENIC AND OLD OVERALLS

subbasement.

November 15, 8:13 A.M. Samples 
woke up in Brian Doyle-Aykroyd's 
swinging bachelor pad, which was lo 
cated in Nashville at the end of a long 
rope.

"Can't you stop this thing?" cried 
Samples. "Haven't I been through 
enough torture? I've still got eight rats 
in my stomach."

Brian Doyle-Aykroyd petitioned the 
gods at the oracle at Delphi for the pad 
to stop swinging. Suddenly it did. 
Samples rejoiced for three and twenty 
seconds, then proceeded to tell Doyle- 
Aykroyd of his horrible ordeal.

Doyle-Aykroyd laughed, then told 
Samples how sorry he was. Brian 
Doyle-Aykroyd was a longtime friend. 
In fact, he had been Samples's soul 
male ever since the untimely death of 
his previous soul mate, Sal Mineo. 
Then, upon Samples's untimely death, 
according to a computer-generated list 
Doyle-Aykroyd kept in his shoe, he 
would become the soul mate of Dick 
York ("the comedic genius that walked 
like a man"). Following York's un 
timely death, the list recommended a 
new kid by the name of Harry, or Har 
old, or possibly Howard, Hcsscman.*

But further, a second computer- 
generated list DoyJe-Aykroyd kept in 
his other shoe told him which famous 
comedian's last name he should tack 
onto his own in order that his career 
in show business be advanced that 
much quicker. Thus, before Aykroyd 
he was known to millions as Brian 
Doyle-Sahl, and later he would be 
come known to hundreds as Brian 
Doyle-Murray. Still later, when Bill 
Murray will have ceased to be consid 
ered the funniest man in all but forty- 
eight of the continental United States, 
he will call himself Brian Doyle-Pis- 
copo. And so on till the end of time, 
or until he can no longer walk because 
the voluminous lists in his shoes have 
so deformed his Doyle-feet that he is 
completely bedridden and can no 
longer walk to the corner store for a

"Computer programmers Woodward had con 
sulted suggested lhat Hesseman followed (he ob 
scene recommendation of Dick, or Dick, or possibly 
Dick, Sargent.
"The Confederate National Holiday,ce!ebrating the 
birth of Congressman Floyd Bennetl Field on No 
vember 15,1835. Field was the Georgia statesman 
who discovered corn liquor when he accidentally 
jammed three ears of corn into a bottle of wine and 
let it set for three years under the bed of his three 
boys, Zeke, Zake, and Electro-Magneto Field. When 
Congressman Field drank the "smoke," he went 
blind in one eye. then died, then wen! blind in the 
other eye, and the Age of the Riverboat Gambler 
was born.

pint of bread, much less make a mil 
lion Frenchmen laugh, even as Brian 
Doyle-Lewis.

Doyle-Aykroyd had never seen 
Samples as agitated as he was now. 
Beads of sweat formed on his upper 
lip, and he paced back and forth. 
Doyle-Aykroyd's pad began to swing 
again.

Suddenly Samples stopped pacing 
and said, "Husker-du! I know what to 
do. I have an idea."

"What?" Doyle-Aykroyd asked.
"You'll see tonight. You and all of 

America. I'll show you all. It's perfect! 
We're taping the big Field's Day**Hee 
Haw special tonight."

Samples had Doyle-Aykroyd drive 
him to the Knobarama, where Doyle- 
Aykroyd waited in the car while Sam 
ples went in. Moments later he re 
turned to the car hauling a small glass- 
ine envelope. Doyle-Aykroyd assumed 
that it had been a gumbo deal. Al 
though he did not approve, Doyle- 
Aykroyd kept his mouth shut. I'm his 
soul mate, not his mother, he thought.

They then drove to Hee Haw-ville.
Samples got out of the car and 

through the open window told Doyle- 
Aykroyd never to leave him alone.

Doyle-Aykroyd drove away.
At the gate, the guard demanded to 

see Samples's picture I.D., then grudg 
ingly let him through,

"lust wait till the day you forget that 
I.D.!" the guard called after him.

Showing up late for dress rehearsal, 
Samples seemed depressed and list 
less, fellow cast members recalled. 
They assumed that he had fallen off 
the haywagon and begun drinking 
again, something they'd all been urg 
ing him to do for months.

Samples was so preoccupied, 
Grandpa )ones recalled, that an hour 
into rehearsal he actually began to re 
member his lines and, incredibly, de 
velop a sense of timing. Veteran direc 
tor [erry Paris was at such a loss that 
he took drastic measures: taking Sam 
ples aside, he hit him on the head with 
a two-by-four. Things went smoothly 
from then on, up until the taping of 
Samples's first cornfield scene.

Samples and Archie Campbell 
popped up together for the first of (heir 
two exchanges.

ARonr-': junior, something terrible lias 
happened!

JUNIOR: Yeah.. .I saw the First half of'the 
i c o N T i N u i- i) ON

MILLER HIGH LIFE* PRESENTS

TH€ ROCK QUIZ 
SURF-TKdMRI

Now a little knowledge about rock music can go a 
long way.

Answer ttiree rock trivia questions correctly and 
you'll have a chance to win three great prizes in our 
sweepstakes drawing: (1) A Gibson Modern guitar, a 
Victory bass, and a Pearl drum set; (2) A 8ic Wind 
surfer; and (3) Air fare from LA. to Hawaii with hotel
t-1984 fJeoiUieivedOv Miller Braving Co MiiwdiiKce «i

accommodations for 7 days and 6 nights in Hawaii.
To enter, just answer the three questions below and 

mail in the coupon. Or listen to the weekly Rock Quiz 
program on your local radio station and mail in the 
answers to the DJ's questions 
along with your name, address, 
and age on a 3" x 5" note card.

TH€ ROCk QUIZ flJRF-TK/IMH WKP9MKK
OFFICIAL RULES, 

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
NAME-

MAIL ENTRIES TO: 
MJI Broadcasting, Inc. 
666 Fifth Avenue 
New York, New York 10103
-1 Wliich superstar's latest album featured guest appearances a Sii 

1 • by Paul McCartney, Eddie Van Halen. and Vincent Price? ]£'

ADDRESS. 

PHONE__ -AGE-

2 What rock star was once a cast member at the soap opera 
• General Hospital?

U

What group's drummer recently mairied Britt Ehland?

1984 Beei Bitwecl DV Malei Bi&vmy Co Milwaukee Wi

1 WltntriesiriList be postmarked nolaler thin Sept 7. 1934 EnlerasoHertaiyou
«nsb. bti! each inlry must be mined separately. 

Z The wnner *in beoeiermmed by a random drawing
swespsialies is open Ig residents ol Mi J S nno are ol le^al dnrmmo tge in 
puce ol lesidgnce al lime ol antry The Miller Brewing Company, PWipMoiris, 
and M Jl Broidustinrj. Inc . heir disliiDulois. illilialei. iuteiftuiiss.

Bnp'oyffismatJrrmijsotHtliSW '. ' . ..i,iiKjiis».Mii»iiii.Qlw>. 
fcU5indVligmia.and*hsf«,i i' •.. • .-i iiecruerieilarnily Taies 
are Itie sola responsihMy ol rjr >. •, . •'• - '. Su» and local u*s and 
reguijlion; jpply

4 TllaGrand Pnffiis soO»cl lo'vrt-ir''I. i .' • • TJ« Ki» winnsimusl ba 
oblijaleaiosisnandieluinannfl J',i' :< J . , ,. •• -JOUtsolnoliPiration In 
Die event ot fion-compliince ^itJ'm MU: fuMp i^m n v* alternate wmnar will be 
selected Any oim reluinefl In Ibe j^ji.^^riji.1.! „! Bmddushng. Inc .asunde- 

rsmed 10 in anemic *ii"iar «o iutsinui™ ol nines is
permitted 

. To obtain the correct i 
separate, seil-arjdtesse 
Broadcasting. Inc., 666

. Or Ois ol tlie send;

-J
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Some Cartoons b

"/'m warning you, if you play those singing 
chipmunks once more, I 'm going to peck your little eyes out."
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"/'// /jaw to call you back, I'm with a client now.

"Back in a jiffy, honey, got to park the car."
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LETTERS
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 29)

Sirs:
I love to undress my wife at night 

and squeeze her naked body. First I 
squeeze her right tit, and then 1 squeeze 
her left tit. Then I squeeze her right 
tit, and then I squeeze her left tit again. 
Then I come like crazy.

Mr. Whipple 
The supermarket

Sirs:
Here are a couple of good ones: Did 

you know penguins rent their tuxedos 
for the lifetime of the penguin? The 
reason penguins waddle is, if they 
walked with their legs straight and 
their beaks in the air, they would swal 
low enough air to form a glacier in their 
stomachs! I'll come to the city and see 
you sometime.

Mike lewelman 
Antarctic, Antarctica

Sirs:
RECEPTIONIST: Kevin, Mike Jewehnan
is here to see you.
KEVIN: Oh no, the guy who does the
penguin stuff! Tell him I'm not in.
RECEPTIONIST: Okay. He's in. You can
go right down.
KEVIN: No, no! 1 said not in, you stupid
mumble mumble . ..
MIKE JEWELMAN: Kevin Curran? J'm
Mike Jewelman, or, as they say in the
frozen wasteland, shake hands with a
real penguin!
KEVIN: Er ... heh-heh.
MIKE JEWELMAN: I've bought a few
pounds of penguin stories and jokes,
which I'd like your opinion on. But

first, sit back and relax while I enter 
tain you with my stand-up comedy 
routine.
KEVIN: I'm really kind of bus— 
MIKEJEWELMAN: I don't know. I'm kind 
of depressed. I went to pour myself a 
bowl of Cap'n Crunch, and a penguin 
fell out of the box! I guess you could 
say I shook hands with a real penguin! 
I checked my horoscope this morn 
ing—it said I'd drive to work with a 
penguin in the backseat. Do you have 
cotton in your ears? These are the 
jokes.
KEVIN: Oh yes ... very good. 
MIKE JEWELMAN: Can you imagine Jane 
Russell talking to the penguins in her 
eighteen-hour bra? I think it would go 
something like this ... 
KEVIN: My, my. Ha-ha. Hooey!

A Bankrupt Moron
Outside SCTV Headquarters

Toronto, Ont.

Sirs:
I don't know how this happened, but 

I'm standing here frozen in time with 
your publisher, who is glaring at me, 
sweat dripping from his furry brow 
onto his matted chest, about to leap at 
me in an attempt to peel my skin off 
with his retractile claws. Fortunately, 
I can hold time in this configuration 
for as long as I wish, pondering things, 
peeling grapes, whistling tunes, feel 
ing fine for as long as time itself en 
dures. Now, my question is, if you print 
this letter (which took me two million 
years to write), will I be able to read 
it in my n-dimensional hyperspace? 
And even if you do deliver issues to

"You 'II find me very funny, for reasons that will soon
be apparent."

this nether zone, will it reach me be 
fore time starts moving backward? Or 
do I have to let your publisher scoop 
out my interior organs with his retrac 
tile claws on the off chance that I'll 
survive the mauling and be able to read 
this letter in the future? If you do not 
answer in two million years' time, I'm 
canceling my subscription.

Elmer Green 
The nether zone

Sirs:
Prior to the anti-nuclear demonstra 

tion at the Shoreham power plant last 
weekend I attended a strategy meet 
ing. One of the movement's leaders 
spoke. He said, "When we get to 
Shoreham, we're gonna join hands and 
form a human chain around the plant. 
This will symbolize our solidarity 
against nuclear power." He explained 
that human chains were the latest thing 
in political demonstrations and they 
made the pro-nuke advocates quake in 
their boots.

Anyway, on Friday afternoon I went 
to my father's clothing store and 
swiped the arms off a male manne 
quin in the storeroom.

At Shoreham Saturday morning, we 
were told to join hands as we left the 
bus to march in a circle around the 
power plant. We would meet back in 
the parking lot to complete the human 
chain. But instead of taking the hands 
of my neighbors, I extended the man 
nequin arms from my coat sleeves. My 
comrades grasped them and. we 
marched. Just as the chain was about 
to be completed 1 let go of the arms. 
My neighbors looked at them, wide- 
eyed, and then at my empty sleeves. I 
screamed, "My arms fell off! There's 
radiation leaking out of the plant! 
Everybody run!"

This pretty much ended the dem 
onstration. For a while I felt bad about 
scattering everyone to the four cor 
ners of Long Island, but I figure if no 
one's getting laid in this revolution, 
you have to find other ways to have 
fun.

Mike Moslow 
Brooklyn, N.Y.

Sirs:
How about this for a cable-TV pro 

gram: Celebrity Rorschach Tests. We 
ask famous people what they think 
various inkblots represent. No? Well, 
if I can't sell the show to HBO, I'll see 
if that David Letterman is interested. 

Ralph Bocchino 
Piscataway, N.}.

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 581
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God's Gift to Women Paks
Doris and I could talk our heads off, but we can't say a thing that sounds half as fine 
as these hunks look and taste. And a gift this nice can only be homemade. That's why 
each of our God's Gift to Women Paks TW is completely hand-packed from start to fin 
ish by the same person. Chock-full of one of our famous International Hunks, and fes 
tively garnished with the finest-quality goodies you can get anywhere. Why, some 
gals keep 'em for years! Specially bred 'n' fed, these gems arrive ready to serve your 
slightest whim!

September Special Hunk of the Month!

FALL BALL
Dairy Delite
The festive, chock-full-o'-sex way to 
tumble into the autumn season. This 
big, gorgeous Swiss hunk is grown 
way up in the Alps, where the goats 
come from. Helen and Doris say he's 
the cool, crisp, perfect follow-up to 
those hot, dull summer hunks you've 
grown so tired of. Trade in that stale, 
tasteless, colorless beach boy or 
surnrner-share Cape Cod piece for 
this delectable Swiss Super Hunk, 
truly a "peak-of-flavor" Aipine speci 
men! Arrives so fresh he'll talk back to 
you when you bite into him, violating 
his tender neutrality. Comes fully 
equipped with yogurt bath beads and 
a sensational selection of clockwork 
contraceptives. You'll be yodeling with 
joy!

HEIGHT: 6'4"
WEIGHT: 220 IDS.
SPECIAL FALL RATE: $250.00 Del'vd.
WITH FRESH MOUNTAIN AIR: $275.00

And try these other luscious 'n' lively hunks 
Freshly delivered at that time of the month—EVERY MONTH!!!
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FOR OCTOBER
Luscious Laureate
Just in time for the "season of mists and mellow fruitful- 
ness" and slutted with sonnets, this slim volume arrives on 
your doorstep spouting Keats and Shelley with an authen 
tic English accent and breathing passionate sighs. This 
light 'n' airy li'l poetaster will sweep you off your feet as he 
struts his stuff and strophes your tropes. He'll be cramming 
his russet apples into your cider press before you can 
gather a swallow. This adorably consumptive charmer is at 
the peak of flavor when he arrives. So eat him up before he 
turns into a puff of purple prose!
Luscious Laureate: $295.00 Del'vd.

FOR NOVEMBER
A "Helen and Doris Special Treat"
Dried and Cured Sugar Daddies
Only the choicest handpicked aged hunks go into this one. 
Doris and I select the venerable gentlemen ourselves. 
Each one'is loaded with precious experience and rare pa 
tience, and, most important, chock-full o 1 sweet, home 
made greenbacks! Our succulent older hunks are all rum- 
soaked to keep 'em nibblin' fresh, season after season. 
That's 'cause we let 'em age slow and natural, like the fin 
est pork, No artificial preservatives used. All you get is a 
sweet, ripe older hunk, ready to spread all over yourself 
and your friends.
Dried and Cured Sugar Daddies: $400.85 Del'vd.

FOR DECEMBER
Royal Black Beauty
Why settle for a white Christmas when you can present 
yourself with this supple 'n' succulent six-footer in creamy 
rich dark chocolate? Specially imported, tenderized in the 
southern sun, and now shipped to girls who like it "hot 'n' a 
lot." Satisfied customer M. Jagger of New York writes, 
"Brown Sugar, how come you taste so goooood?" A true • 
taste treat, right down to the roots.
Royal Black Beauty: $375.00 Del'vd.
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FOR JANUARY .
Punk Hunk
Nose-ring in the New Year with a new-wave taste sensa 
tion, a delectable little devil handpicked in New York or 
New Jersey or the San Fernando orchards, and dipped in 
Helen and Doris's dried-prune skintight black leather, Each 
of our downtown cuties comes packed with nightclub 
passes, rainbow hair spray, and a bountiful supply of Helen 
and Doris's famous "Cool 'n' Fresh" drugs—enough to 
bring out the twenty-four-hour boogie in you and your 
friends. With our Punk Hunk, you're assured of only the fin 
est in quality: Bear Mound Creek Ridge Valley Nose 
Candy—tight light leaves and high dry flakes grown right 
here under our noses. Your friends will beg you for more!
Punk Hunk: $285.00 Del'vd.

FOR FEBRUARY
Exotic Tijuana Chingo
Ay carrrarnba! It's the Mexi-Hunk! Sizzlin' hot-as-a-jala- 
peiio. this Latin jumping bean is hissing !o show you a 
sou!h-o(-the-border experience like you've never had! At 
Bear Mound Creek Ridge Valley, we calf it "Chile Con Car 
nal Knowledge." This month's extra-spicy hunk is one of 
our most popular giil-basket items. He comes complete 
with a bottle of mescal (and yes, the worm!), mmrn-mmm- 
good heat 'n' serve enchilada dinner for two, and our own 
special and oh-so-secret menudo douche recipe that he'll 
whip up before your astonished eyes! Says Miss Loretfa 
Kingsley of Pucky, Montana: "That little taco teaser not only 
gave me the time of my fife, he also actually introduced me 
to the Donkey Lady! Can't remember when I've had more 
fun. Helen and Doris, you're the greatest!"
Exotic Tijuana Chingo: $267.95 Def'vd.

God's Gift to Women Paks"
"Convenience You'll Appreciate"
You can avoid the unpleasant parts of relating 'n' mat 
ing—parties, bars, blind dates, waiting in line with all 
those other women for Mr. Right. Spare yourself those in 
evitable little annoyances that go with dating—you like 
foreign films, he doesn't; he likes William Styron novels, 
you hate 'em; you discover his apartment is decorated in 
orange tones that nauseate you. and you begin to wish 
you'd never met the guy! Even if things do go well on the 
first date, the relationship, by and large, will deteriorate 
over the course of a month, a year, a decade. And you 
find yourself back where you started. This is where Helen 
and Doris save the day!

"Variety You Can Count On"
Helen and Doris know that you, the vital, busy career 
woman, easily grow tired ol the same old men. That's 
why we make it easy on you. Let us go on the prowl for

you, and guarantee delivery, every month, of a hunk 
that's bound to please you. By the time you grow tired of 
him, a new one arrives at your door. We choose a stimu 
lating selection of varied hunks—one (or every month of 
the year! Sometimes exotic, sometimes domestic, some 
times the "boy next door"—but never boring! Always 
guaranteed to titillate not only your razor-sharp mind, but 
your on-the-go body as well.

"Value You Expect"
Hunk of the Month Club assures you a brand-spanking- 
new boyfriend each and every month, so that the night 
mare of constant foraging for men becomes a long-for 
gotten bad dream. Not only do we grow 'em ourselves, 
but if you could see the care with which these God's Gift 
to Women Paks"" are put together, you'd know why qual 
ity is guaranteed.

B IwSyReBii iSS?5ftS§ MBMtfiStffiiP $$$ iWfl
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BY KEVIN CURRAN AND PETER GAFFNEY

I'm glad you could join me for some previews
of the next season of the Barbie Network. 

We got Freddie Silverman working for us this year.

In fact, he s running 
the projector right now 
Okay, roll 'em, Freddie

I like the drinking.
The drinking has been good
it's the nickname "Thirsty"

I can live without, Brett.
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Look,
it's Robert Cohn 

and R J.

Let s all go 
to Spain.

But while trie time was 
festive, rny mood was dark. I 

thought back again to the war.It s remarkable 
the different feeling 
one gets in Spain. Sure thing, Jew boy

Good show. Jake. . . .

Jake's party were later all killed durin 
the running of the bulls. . . .

But not for long. I mean, hey, we re young 
let's party. Am i right or am I wrong?
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THE ALL-AMERICAN BARBIE NETWORK

Well, it s too bad for Barbie and Ken.
Seems they were a real lost generation

. . .lost beneath a bunch of bulls.

Oh Spot, I always knew it
would take a real dog
to make me feel like

a real woman,

Here's another delightful show
you'll be seeing on the Barbie Network.

It's called Contingency Lawyer
and it's action-packed.

Looks like ol' Freddie 
got the cans mixed up there. 

Won't take but a minute, folks. . . 
Here's Contingency Lawyer.
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THE ALL-AMERICAN BARBIE NETWORK

. . .And we've got JheXetvSftpremvM MI«HV.I m taking this case because
I believe in you, and I believe in

your back injury. I say this upon my
sacred oath as a contingency lawyer.

'•.! Stop, in the name of love! 
•i'

And Snul Bonlmrd II

Know you re still breathing 
Come on, breathe for Mama

that s just part of the exciting 
lineup for this year. I wouldn't miss a 

minute of it. How 'bout you, R J.?

And the action-adventure hit 
Coffee Emergency Squad.

Let's go, Nurse.
There's a man 

bleeding his guts 
out on 495 who
needs a quick 

dose of Java. . . .
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ARSENIC AND OLD OVERALLS
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 45)

show, loo, Roy.. .uh, Archie.
ARCHIE: No, 1 mean my wife has jusl 

bought one of them newfangled dishwash 
ing machines, and she threw the old one 
out.

IUN10R: What's.. .so terrible about that. 
Archie.. .1 mean Met,. .1 mean Archie?

ARCHIE: I've been living in ihe garbage 
can for a week.

THE CROW PUPPF,T: Squak!
Samples and Campbell ducked down 

behind the corn, and when it came time 
for them to pop up again, only Archie 
Campbell did. Samples was never seen 
again. The remainder of the show was 
replaced with a rerun of Johnny Cash 
Live at the Gulag Archipelago, and the 
police were called in. Archie Camp 
bell was questioned and remembered 
hearing sounds of a struggle next to 
him, but assumed that Samples had 
become stuck on the cornstalks again.

Chief of Police Earl "Billy Bob" 
Buchanan searched Samples's dress 
ing room alone, without any wit 
nesses, as prescribed, he said, "by fed 
eral law." He flashed a document that 
he said authorized the private search, 
but no one remembers seeing any 
words written on it. In fact, Roy Clark 
said, the document seemed to be made 
of wax paper and smelled of roast beef 
and onions.

Buchanan told the press that noth 
ing was found, but amnesiac Buck 
Owens's substitute host, veteran un 
funny man Buck Henry, who was cat 
napping unnoticed on the gun rack on 
the back of Samples's chair, awoke and

spied Buchanan finding and setting fire 
with his cigar to a small glassine en 
velope with something inside it.

Woodward knew that this was as far 
as conventional journalistic tech 
niques would take him. He knew that 
to uncover the cockroach of truth in 
this Caesar salad of corruption, so that 
he could send it back and not have to 
pay the bill of guilt, and even get a free 
drink of gratitude compliments of the 
management of justice, he would have 
to take off the gloves of integrity and 
put on the hat of yellow journalism, 
and embrace its columnist manifesto: 
Interview stars after they're dead. 
Sometimes before they're dead, then 
kill them. And if the story includes ce 
lebrities, aliens, and weight loss, so 
much the better!

So Woodward tried to contact Sam 
ples through a medium. This proved 
unsuccessful. He tried a large. Still no 
luck. Finally he tried an extra-large, 
still to no avail.

Woodward first decided to go to the 
Underworld, then he was pleased with 
his decision. Finally, he went to the 
Underworld.

"Hello, Mr. Samples," Woodward 
said as he met the man in his plush 
Underworld apartment. Samples was 
wearing a tuxedo and drinking mar 
tinis with some of the best-looking 
dead girls Woodward had ever seen. 
On the wall over his bed was a poster 
for Ocean's 11, starring, it announced, 
")unior Samples and nobody else."

"Sit down," he told Woodward. "1 
want to tell you my whole story. It will

include celebrities and aliens, but no 
weight loss, much to my chagrin."

"Never mind the aliens," Wood 
ward told him. "Who killed you and 
why?"

Samples told all.
"Frank Sinatra had me killed be 

cause 1 was going to go on nationwide 
television and reveal that he was suf 
fering from hair loss. The morning 
after the Rat Pack humiliated me, I re 
membered seeing hundreds of hairs in 
Sinatra's soup that hadn't been there 
when the waiter first served it.

"I went back there to get the hair as 
proof. But Fernando the waiter must 
have seen me-rummaging through the 
garbage and tipped Sinatra off." .

Sinatra. Sure. That explained Buch 
anan. The chief of police had been on 
Sinatra's payroll since dinosaurs 
roamed the earth. He burned the hair 
to cover up for his boss.

"I suspected Sinatra might try to 
bump me off, so I hid half the hair in 
the crow puppet's beak. If you could 
expose Frank Sinatra's hair loss, I'd be 
mighty grateful."

"1 sure will," Woodward told him. 
"Goodbye, Mr. Samples." 

"Goodbye, Sonny," he said. 
And Woodward left him to the world 

he always belonged in, where the real 
Junior Samples was given free rein and 
allowed to wear a tuxedo.. He was 
happy at last.

Back on earth, events moved rap 
idly. The Washington Post broke the 
story, and Frank Sinatra was forced to 
go on television and resign as Presi 
dent and Chairman of the Board of the 
Hair Club for Men. He was tried for 
the murder of Junior Samples. He was 
found guilty and awarded fifty dollars 
for his troubles.

Dean Martin, Peter Lawford, 
Sammy Davis Jr., Jill St. [ohn, and Joey 
Bishop were named as unindicted co- 
conspirators. None were awarded any 
money, but each received a home ver 
sion of Match Game 79.

As for Woodward, he went back to 
sleep and waited for Bradlee to call 
him with his next assignment, dream 
ing all the while of Bernstein. Bern 
stein is buried up to his neck, his head 
tied back and his eyelids cut off so that 
he has to stare into the blazing desert 
sun. His face is covered with honey, 
and there are these giant red army ants 
coming right at him. And he's trying 
to scream, but see, there's a sock 
stuffed in his mouth, so no one can 
hear him. Oh baby!

Damn you, Ben Bradlee, he dreamed, 
don't call me now. •
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PROFESSOR KENNILWORTH VIVISECTS THE JOKE

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 321
butler under normal, non-riot condi 
tions is:

" 'Begging your pardon, would you 
be so kind as to bring your bloated, 
maggot-ridden, curry-sucking, mud- 
caked, sewer-soaked, fly-infested, 
wrinkled brown ass over here imme 
diately and take the cap off my tooth 
paste?' "

Obviously, the speaker of the rid 
dle's all-too-casual command does not 
possess the qualifications necessary to 
deal with a servant in the first place, 
and we think he should consider get 
ting his own damned hat and coat.

EXAMPLE 5: Q: What's the best way to 
eat frog?
A: Put one leg over your right ear, and 
the other leg over your left ear.

Incorrect. Dr. Lester Fischer, direc 
tor of the Lincoln Park Zoo in Chi 
cago, disclosed in an academic paper 
of controlled circulation that one of 
his greatest pleasures in operating the 
public facility was "eating out at the 
reptile house." Fischer elaborates on 
the only zoologically approved method 
of performing oral sex on frogs: 
"Equipment is everything. Using a set 
of Lincoln Logs, I fashion a swing 
which is able lo comfortably support 
the weight of the average frog, usually 
about fourteen ounces. Resting my 
head on a lily pad, 1 place the specimen 
in the swing and attach it to a specially 
designed platform made from cello 
phane-tipped toothpicks, which sus 
pends the frog within easy tongue

reach. At this point, the frog gets an 
idea that something's going on. The 
swing serves to propel the amphibi 
an's lower area softly across the tip of 
my darting tongue, enabling it to reach 
a croaking climax within ten minutes, 
the absolute deadline between secu 
rity-guard rounds."

Fischer's next project: a bank of 
"glory holes" in the ape building.

EXAMPLE 6: Q: Why are colored chil 
dren so easy to baby-sit for? 
A: Because you can just wet their lips 
and stick 'em to a wall.

Despite the large labial area in re 
lation to overall body size in the Ne 
groid, the frame cannot be supported 
in a vertically hung position by a sin 
gular body part (lips) adhered to a sta 
tionary plane (wall) with saliva alone, 
regardless of suction applied. While 
drool contains bonding agents much 
greater than ordinary tap water, in no 
way could it offset the body weight of 
a black toddler between three and six 
years of age, even with malnutrition 
taken into account. Thereby, it is futile 
to utilize such unconventional mea 
sures with the expectation of anything 
but momentary success, although I'm 
willing to admit that a certain degree 
of entertainment value exists for the 
baby-sitter.

EXAMPLE 7: 0: What do you get when 
you cross a grizzly bear and liarbra 
Streisand? 
A: Yentl Ben.

Negative. According to a spokes

man for the National Wildlife Asso 
ciation in Washington, D.C., there are 
some things even an Ursus horribilis 
won't do.

EXAMPLES: A blind man walks into the 
middle of a store with a seeing-eye dog. 
He picks up the dog and swings it 
around and around by its tail.

"May I help you?" asks a curious 
salescierk.

"/Vo thanks, I'm just looking." 
precisely. Through an ingeniously 

variegated code of barks, yelps, whim 
pers, and other related noises, the 
common German shepherd or golden 
retriever guide dog is capable of alert 
ing its master to the basic merchan 
dise, prices, and markup percentages 
to be found in any retail establishment 
and, in special, highly trained cases, 
can even convey information and ver 
ify the existence of a second set of 
books ("I Was the Eyes of an 1RS In 
vestigator," Reader's Digest, Vol. 23, 
1966). In the above instance, a nation 
wide men's-clothing chain store, the 
dog in question barked twice, yelped 
once, barked again, and expelled five 
short bursts of gas, communicating to 
his master the following data: "Skip 
the burgundy pants on your right in 
favor of the five-color plaid jobs on the 
50-percent-off rack; the Hush Puppies 
are no bargain unless they throw in a 
shoe tree; the matching sets of tie, 
handkerchief, and shirt in the cello 
phane packages are nice if you're going 
to a Shriners' convention; and check 
out the tits on that cashier." •
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LETTERS
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 48)
Sirs:

On hard-core night at CBGB's, me 
and my girlfriend, Spike, slam-danced 
during the opening act. I really got into 
it. 1 slammed into her so hard her col 
larbone fractured. But as the ambu 
lance attendants carried her out she 
said it was okay, she was glad, 'cause 
it was sueh a punk thing to have hap 
pen.

The opening band finished and A 
Flock of Seagulls came on. The crowd 
cheered and threw beer bottles. Right 
away they went into "Quicksand." 
Everyone slam-danced again, and even 
though it wasn't the same for me with 
out Spike, I still danced good enough 
to break some more bones. Suddenly, 
about midway through "I Ran," a tall 
black guy wearing white pajamas with 
dark pinstripes, the word "Yankees" 
in script letters across the front, leaped 
onto the stage and started.throwing 
baseballs at the Seagulls. Ali Score hid 
behind his drums, but his brother Mike 
got beaned in the forehead and col 
lapsed over his keyboard. The black 
guy kept throwing balls, and the crowd 
went on dancing, 'cause it was punk.

When there was no more music, just 
the noise of a lot of baseballs bouncing 
against musical instruments and the 
bass player and guitarist running 
around screaming for help, some road-

ies got hold of the black guy and started 
off with him. He yelled, "You can't do 
this to me! This isn't Canada! Let me 
go, I'll kill 'em all! I'll kill 'em all\" He 
broke free and leaped off the stage. We 
caught him and pummeled him to 
death with beer bottles.

It was the best hard-core night at 
CB's ever!

Leo Vomit du Jour 
St, Marks Place 
New York, N.Y.

Sirs:
I'm not really as pissed off as I make 

myself out to be. The television pro 
ducers and network executives and 
book publishers are really very nice 
people. Mostly, I'm just angry because 
I'm so short.

Harlan Ellison 
Los Angeles, Calif.

Sirs:
I live in Arizona and my ex-wife lives 

in California. Thanks to some no-good 
rotten judge, she was granted custody 
of our son, Jeremy. So I did the only 
thing possible—i got a court order here 
in Arizona which gave me custody of 
the boy, and then I borrowed him from 
school one day and took him back here 
to Arizona. Well, this really pissed off 
my wife, who got a court order in Cal 
ifornia and flew here and stole him

' ---^

while 1 was at the car wash. This really 
annoyed me, so I drove back across the 
border and stuffed the kid into the 
trunk of my car while the biteh was 
playing tennis. But wouldn't you know 
it, just when 1 thought I had (ereniy 
back for good, my ex-wife hired two 
thugs to beat the shit out of me and 
stole back my kid, hiding him in a 
laundry bag. Well, that only made me 
madder, so one day while my ex was 
shopping in the supermarket, 1 
knocked her out with an iceberg let 
tuce and grabbed the kid and mailed 
him back to Arizona via Federal Ex 
press. The next day guess who showed 
up, shoving a gun to my head and pi 
rating Jeremy back across (he slate line 
disguised as Tupperware. I don't know 
how this is all going to end, but in the 
meantime I'm having the time of my 
life.

Ray Dubbs 
Phoenix, Ariz.

Sirs:
People think it's the big things that 

count, like turning the other cheek, or 
leading a moral life, or being charita 
ble. They couldn't be more wrong. The 
key to going to heaven or hell is if you 
return your library books on time. If 
you run up anything over a fifty-cent 
fine, 1 chalk up your name on this little 
slate I keep behind the desk, and that 
means, quite simply, that you're going 
to roast your ass off in hell.

The Kind Old Lady Behind the 
Library Desk/a.k.a. God

Sirs:
Don't listen to that old hag behind 

the library desk. She doesn't know 
what she's talking about. Here, have a 
Popsicle. It's only seventy-five cents, 
and I'll even let you ring the bells on 
the truck! That's it! Here's your change. 
Now, go ahead and ring the bells! HA- 
HA! HA-HA!

The Good Humor 
Man/a.k.a. Satan

Sirs:
How come when people can't finish 

their meals at Chinese restaurants 
they're given doggie bags, but when 
dogs who stay at kennels while their 
masters are out of town can't finish 
their Alpo they can't take it home with 
them in people bags? Don't you think 
that's unfair? It's not sexist or ageist, 
I know, but it's . .. it's . . . it's down 
right dogist, is what it is.

Mark Hawthirst 
Tacoma, Wash.

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 811
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WHEN "MAGIC JOHNSON

URE HE'S WEARING PSIKE.

^j

Philip "Magic" Johnson 
does it all: architecture, 
architectural history, art 
collecting. Even with an 
occasional well-earned 
snack, it's a grueling 
routine. Johnson demands a 
lot of his brain, and thanks 
to training, experience, and 
talent, it delivers.

He demands a lot of his 
footwear, too. If his mind 
is to perform at peak 
efficiency, "Magic" can't 
afford to be distracted by 
reading slippers that pinch, 
crack, or fit badly.

That's why "Magic" 
Johnson, like many 
professional intellectuals, 
chooses PSIKE. Our low-top 
Savants give him the 
flexibility he needs for 
making repeated trips to 
the reference shelf. Our no- 
top Oracles keep his toes 
cool and ventilated during 
evening-long meditations 
before the hottest fireplaces.

Next time you're looking 
for reading footwear, try on 
a pair of PSIKE slippers. 
They won't make a "Magic" 
Johnson out of you. But ifs 
dollars to doughnuts you'll 
appreciate PSIKE's own 
distinctive brand of magic.

PSIKE slippers are the 
Official Reading Slippers 
of the NBA (National 
Bibliographers Association).
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^^^^1 i! And welcome to issue #3 of Muscle Mhitt— the magazine for active 
^1 ^B people with the alive mental brain of today's health-conscious intel- 
^1 ^1 ligence-aware individual. We've got a terrific issue for you this month, 
^1 H but before we get to it I'd like to bring to your attention a problem 
that more and more of our readers have written us about.

As you know, it isn't easy getting your mind into a state of healthful fitness— 
and once you get it there, keeping it there! That's why a magazine like Muscle 
Mind exists. We try to help with encouragement, caring, and good hard facts, 
plus exercise and diet tips and so forth, all designed to help you yet your mind 
into shape by our Advisory Board ot qualified authorities.

One exercise that has proven extremely beneficial in the field of mental fitness 
is "memory jogging"—going into a libtary or bookstore and, for a few intense 
minutes, glancing through a book you've read before. Not only does it remind 
you of all the wonderful books you've read and don't quite recall, but it's a great

;
way to tone up the cerebellum, keep the cerebrum supple, and send much- 
needed transphenylalkidimethaquovadisostamine to your pituitary.

Unfortunately, not everyone is well-disposed to this form of exercise. Many 
readers have written me stating that they have received hostile looks and even 
words from bookstore employees. Many of these remarks are along the lines of 
"Are you here to buy anything, ot do you wish merely to jog?"

Understandably, a bookstore does not wish to have its stock pawed, bent, 
folded, or otherwise made unsightly by being handled by a number of people 
(no matter how mentally fit they are!), especially if those people do not purchase 
anything. And the fact that one is striving to build up one's mind does not alter 
the simple truth that a store is, in reality, a commercial business.

Therefore we suggest that readers confine their memory-jogging activities to 
libraries, which are better equipped to deal with their specific mind-building 
needs. If you must use a bookstore, select a large one, preferably while crowded, 
and confine your jogging activities to shelves not in the direct view of store 
personnel, Unlike those of us interested in mental fitness, what they don't know 
won't hurt them!

Judi Bint, Editor

Di-f/y M/isde Mind.
I enjoyed your article "Limbering Up 

Your Frontal Lobe by Trying to Under 
stand the Wharton Econometric Index." 
Your readers may be interested to note 
that lobe flexibility is a key factor in pre 
venting paranoid schizophrenia, head 
aches, and forgetting where you put your 
keys. More!

Dr. Albert Stoddard 
University of Miami of Nashville

Oi-ar Muscle Mi ltd.
In your premier issue, in an article en 

titled "Why Read Those Crazy Rus 
sians:*," Deborah Skolnik writes, "Be sure 
you get the untranslated editions." Could 
this be a misprint;' I don't speak a word 
of Russian, as I'm sure is the case with 
most of your readers.

Wilhs E. Ncer 
Los Angeles, CA

Editor's note: Nyet, it wasn't a misprint, 
Wit/is. The exercise is designed to "bulk up" 
and strengthen the part of the mind that doesn't 
understand things—something usually over 
looked by most mental fitness programs.

Dear Alttic/t Mind.
In my opinion, the debate concerning 

the relative exercise value of downhill 
being versus cross-country being is non 
sense. Any form of being is healthful, 
provided you do it regularly and take 
sensible precautions.

Ted Headd 
Aspirin, CO

MUSCLE MIND's Advisory Board:

DC. Denron Fenton, Director of the Center 
for Mental Psycholo^istics, Neivjekyll Park, 
I\T .Y.; Consultant to the Conon's Fish Prod 
ucts Study on Brain Food Research; Leader 
in the field ot leading hikers through fields.

Dr. Warren Pease, Assistant Professor of 
Psycho-Some thingology. Cornell-Wilde 
Medical Center; Coordinaror of the Cardinal- 
Vacillator Self-Management Program of Base- 
running and a Positive Mental Artitude for 
the Intergalactic Center for Slumping St. 
Louis Baseball Players, St. Louis, Missouri.

Dr. Helena Handcart, Director of Braino- 
Mcnralistics, University of" West Old East 
Ne\v Brunswick College.

Dr. The Amazing Raoul, Director of Men- 
tology and Hypnoparhy, the Cracked Wheat 
Center for Alternative Entertainments; Per 
former; Actor; Producer: Musician; Writer; 
Magician; Comedian; Haver of Ideas; Deviser 
of Concepts; Talent.
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What's new; what's happening; what's what in mental fitness
Looking for Mr. Goodbook
The widespread popularity of mental fit 
ness has resulted in an unexpected social 
phenomenon that has the experts be 
mused: libraries have become the singles 
bars of the eighties.

More and more singles are using Li 
braries, not only as places for pursuing 
mental fitness, but for meeting members 
of the opposite sex. "It's great," explains 
one San Diego man, a realtor. "The sit 
uation is in an area where you can meet 
someone with, like, your own level of 
mental smartness."

A Chicago woman who works in ad 
vertising thinks library socializing offers 
the best of both worlds. "I come here 
after work," she says. "I do an hour of 
really hard Proust, cool down with a lit 
tle Macaulay's 'Epitaph on a Jacobite,' 
and meet some cute guys."

Libraries themselves, until recently 
forced to pare down hours and services 
due to funding cutbacks and declining 
use, are delighted. But the new influx of 
"bookers" does present its problems.

"It gets noisy," admitted Anne Arun- 
del, director of Baltimore's Enoch Pratt 
Free Library. "Around 7:00 P.M. all you 
hear in the main reading room are pickup 
lines. 'Hey, pretty lady, you look real 
foxy reading the Genealogy of Morals.' 
Things like that. Sometimes I can barely 
hear my Walkman."

Read to Me Only with Thine Lips
Which is better: reading silently or mov 
ing your lips?

Both are useful in building strong 
minds, according to Dr. David Rosen- 
thal of New York's Sinai Presbyterian 
Hospital. Silent reading is preferable for 
speed and comprehension, but beginners 
should probably start by mouthing each 
word.

"Many people, especially those who 
come to mind-building from physical ex 
ercise programs, are not well-equipped 
to read some of the texts they take on," 
he notes. "It's not so much that they're 
'stupid,' but—well, as a matter of fact, 
yes, they are stupid. Totally stupid. 
Strong as ten Russian blacksmiths, 
maybe, but dumb as a sofa. They spend 
40 percent of their waking hours running 
and jumping around, and expect to

plunge right into Concluding Unscientific 
Postscript. My advice to them is, start with 
John Irving."

Dr. Rosenthal adds that newcomers to 
mind-building should not be embar 
rassed to move their lips or even read out 
loud. "Nobody will laugh at you if you 
do," he explains. "And if someone does 
laugh, you can use more traditional forms 
of physical responsive ness and beat them 
up."

Dress for Success—and Read to 
Succeed
A recenr study released by the Rand Cor 
poration has confirmed what mental fit 
ness fans have known for some time: there 
is a definite correlation between intelli 
gence and success in the career world.

The study found that persons of "ap 
preciable" mental fitness sometimes earn 
as much as S250 pec year more than per 
sons deemed "less fit, 'slow,' or re 
tarded." Even in industries where intel 
ligence is considered to be of secondary 
importance for success (government, show 
business, etc.), mentally fit subjects are 
considered "as qualified, and sometimes 
more qualified," for positions of power 
and authority.

"The implications of our findings are 
significant," the report states. "If intel 
ligence and mental fitness do indeed be 
come respected by business and industry, 
the way will be cleared for their accept 
ance by American society at large. This 
would represent a break with over 200 
years of tradition, and could foreshadow 
a complete transformation of our way of 
living."

Presenting the
ANTI-GRAVITY

READING SYSTEM
JWV

$295

Gravity weighs down the human body. 
Gravity also bends light, causing synaptic 
discomfort and stress in the brainial 
cerebellistic pathway. Doctors and physicists 
have been told this. Also, the human brain 
registers images upside down, requiring 
fatiguing re-reversal and inducing mind- 
slump and "Upside Down's Syndrome."

Now experience the benefits of the 
inverse reading concept. The ANTI- 
GRAVITY READING SYSTEM is the first 
and only inverse reading system that 
combines bodily inversion with ocular 
inversion, thanks to our exclusive 
INVERSPECTACLES'".

Available wherever mental fitness devices 
are sold. Includes copy of "Reading 
Upside Down Is Better Than Regular 
Reading, for Some Reason," by Dr. J. Smith, 
This is the best book ever written.

Gravity Researchistics, Inc.
P.O. Box 299 

Either, OR 00762

Muscle MindlSeptember '84
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THE 1984 NEWYORK
IRONMIND
TRIARnHLON
What kind of person subjects him or her 
self to a grueling rhree days of concert 
attending, fiction reading, and painting 
viewing, all in competition with other 
like-minded fanatics, for no money and 
only fleeting fame? The kinds of mental 
fitness devotees who made this year's New 
York Triarrthlon Competition the larg 
est and most successful in its brief his 
tory, one which saw a new world's record 
for the Indoor Fiction Read (Stephen 
Winn of San Francisco; The Recognitions; 
37 hrs. 14 min. 33 sec.}.

When the New York Triartthlon 
Competition began in 1981, the field 
consisted of a mere 54 contestants. The 
media ignored it. The Concert leg of the 
race featured a high school wind ensem 
ble playing Mozart in the gym at the 
McBurney Y. The Fiction Read took place 
in the "author's pit" at the Fifth Avenue 
B. Dakon. The Art View—of a small 
group of amateur watercolors—was held 
in a "gallery" (actually a corridor) at the 
New School for Social Research. Win 
ning time for the Fiction Read was held 
by Jeffrey Hirscli of Manhattan: Gravity's 
Rainbow, 41 hrs. 37 min. 12 sec. And 
the race had only one sponsor—No Doz, 
"the reader's vitamin."

Quite a difference from this year's na 
tionally televised event! Some 12,700

Triartthletes from 16 states and four for 
eign countries vied for top honors in a 
race sponsored by the American Coffee 
Growers Association, three eyeglass 
manufacturers, La-Z-Boy, Vanity Fair 
magazine, and the American Bookmark 
Association. Mental fitness competition 
had come a long way.

The race got off to its customary fast 
start. Contestants broke away from the 
starting line in street clothes at 7:00 P.M. 
and hurried to one of 30 authorized, hab 
erdasheries and apparel shops to purchase- 
formal wear for the concert, set to com-

This year's Gotham culture competition 
was better-and busier-than ever! 
ByReneeWillis

mence one hour later. The sight of thou 
sands of half-dressed Triartthletes dash 
ing up Broadway toward Lincoln Center, 
tux jackets half-off, ties undone, formal 
dresses barely zipped, high heels wob 
bling, was cheered by the tens of on 
lookers who crammed the streets for a 
glimpse of their favorites. Last year's 
winner in the women's category, Barbara 
Flanagan of Los Angeles, drew apprecia 
tive cheers as she ran barefoot across 57th 
Street in her Perry Ellis strapless, slip 
ping into her Maud Frizons only at the 
very threshold of the Met.

Inside, the New York Philharmonic 
performed the bill chosen by the 
Triartthlon Committee: a tricky combi 
nation of Mahler, George Crumb, and 
Beethoven. Latecomers clustered in frus 
tration in the lobby as their punctual op 
ponents murmured the comments, sighed 
the sighs, smiled the smiles, and shed 
the tears that would determine their score.
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Far left—Several hundred contestants still 

remain offer the concert at Lincoln Center, 

first leg of the triartthlon, but the 

winnowing out will begin in earnest as the 

throng vies for cabs. Left— Support 

personnel supply brandy, cigars, and other 

staples to the greatly narrowed field of 

contestants as they rush for the library 

doors. Above—By the seventh hour of The 

Recognitions, many of the remaining 

contestants ore less than fully alert to the 

subtle allusions of Gaddis's dense 

experimental prose. Right—Winn (second 

from right) makes an astute observation 

about the concern with ordinary life that 

dominates much of 17th century Dutch art. 

Judge (center) listens to less impressive 

remarks by another contestant.

Once again a favorite observation point 
in the race was the Changing Area—this 
year, the steps of the Intelligence Con 
cepts Plus Mental Fitness Center (for 
merly the New York Public Library), site 
of the Read. Crowd-control police kept 
dozens of onlookers back as the contes 
tants changed from formal wear to the 
pajamas, robes, and slippers required for 
the Fiction event. Inside, a daunting 
challenge awaited them: William Gad 
dis's The Recognitions, one of the most 
praised and least read novels of the post 
war era.

As has become customary, coaches and 
friends were permitted to hand cups of 
coffee, pipes, cigarettes, and other aids 
to contestants as they entered the main 
reading room. Last year's men's Fiction 
winner, Jeff Book of Manhattan, set the 
pace as he covered the first one hundred 
pages of Gaddis's mind-breaker with legs 
crossed. But Book faltered, becoming

drowsy and losing ground as Winn passed 
him on page E90. This year's women's 
Fiction victor, Judith Hernandez-Nie- 
krug of Boston, surpassed Flanagan on 
page 322 and never looked back.

Meanwhile, the room began to fill with 
the sounds of hundreds for whom the 
struggle proved coo much: yawns, 
snores, sighs of resignation. Even meals, 
this year provided by Dean & Deluca, 
Balducci's, and E. A.T., afforded saint re 
freshment to the laboring booksters. 
When Winn had read the last word and 
closed his tome with a satisfied snap, the 
main reading room resembled a hospital 
ward of robe-clad, snoozing sedentaries.

And there was still the most subtle— 
and therefore the most arduous—event 
remaining: the Art View, this year held 
at no less an institution than the Met 
ropolitan Museum of Art. A prestigious 
venue, it nonetheless had brought criti 
cism of the committee. "Sure, it's world-

class," commented Stan Farrow of the 
New York Readrunners Club. "Bur lee's 
admit it, the Met is stuffy and dark. 
What's wrong with the Whitney? Ac least 
it lias windows." This is the leg where 
racers confront "the wall," and the col 
lection of paintings, mostly late-17th- 
century Dutch landscapes, proved a rug 
ged test of the Triaruhletes' stamina, so 
phistication, and appreciation or the 
painterly exploitation of architectonics 
in the service of documentary realism.

When it was over, Winn, a drama 
critic for a San Francisco newspaper, called 
his triumph "the greatest experience of 
my life." Hernandez-Niekrug, the wom 
en's winner and herself an artist, pro 
claimed that "now American Triartth- 
letes can go brain to brain and sensibility 
to sensibility with the best in Europe." 
Both issued a call for the Triartthlon to 
become an accredited event at the 1988 
Artlympics, to be held in Paris.
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BY PETER GAFFNEY

WHY
I'M SUCH A 
TERRIFIC

GUY
A man, a plan, a canal—me\ And I can dance a sprightly Irish jig, too.

W ELL, THE OTHER NIGHT I 
couldn't get to sleep, and 
somehow I just wasn't in 
the rnood for that big 
Irving Wallace novel I 
keep on my nightstand 

for such occasions, I've never been 
much for counting sheep, so with what 
I suppose would have been called a 
sigh of resignation I got up out of bed, 
made myself a cup of one of those hip 
pie herbal teas, and sal down at my 
desk to make a list of the reasons why 
I consider myself an okay individual, 
possibly even a better-than-okay in 
dividual. I'm not sure exactly why I 
did it, other than that I've always be 
lieved in the beneficial effects of self- 
examination,

It took me about an hour to finish 
twhich is not to say that the list as it 
stands is by any means truly complete 
but only that I had exhausted my pow 
ers of concentration on the subject for

the time being), and when I was done 
1 had what without undue exaggera 
tion I would have to call a pretty im 
pressive document. Of course, by its 
very nature this is a private piece of 
work—between me and my con 
science, you might say—but I have de 
cided to share it because I believe it 
might prove edifying.

After reading this, those of you who 
are planning parties may want to in 
vite me (invitations can be addressed 
to me in care of this magazine). I'm 
also available as an escort, particu 
larly to formal functions such as gala 
balls and award ceremonies. I must say 
1 look great in a tux. 
1. Good looks. Hey, don't get me 
wrong. I'm no Tom Selleck.and frankly 
I'm glad of it. I am reasonably good- 
looking. Not disfigured or visibly 
scarred {1 do hear some emotional 
scars, but 1 believe the pain I've suf 
fered has niffJc me a better man). Ap-

NATIONAL LAMPOON

pearance isn't the most important thing 
in the world, and the sooner you learn 
it the better, but who wants to look at 
an ugly face for any length of time?
2. Charming. People tell me I'm 
charming. What can I say?
3. Healthy. 1 don't put a damper on 
social gatherings by coughing up blood 
into my cocktail napkin. I won't bore 
you with grisly descriptions of radia 
tion treatments or try to elicit sympa 
thy by valiantly attempting—but, of 
course, not entirely succeeding—to 
suppress a grimace of pain.
4. Money. I've got it. I won't lend it to 
you, but I've got it. The fact is, as a 
writer for this magazine I earn literally 
thousands of dollars a year. If we go 
out for drinks, I'll pay my share and 
maybe even buy a round or two if I'm 
in a good mood. I won't steal the laun 
dry money off your dresser while 
you're in the bathroom.
5. I'm clean. Most of the time, at least,
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I might be a tad sweaty after trouncing 
you straight sets in tennis.
6. Witty. I like to amuse people. More 
over, my humor is gentle rather than 
biting. I won't get sarcastic and insult 
you just to get a laugh out of the other 
people in the room.
7. Good listener. If you've got some 
thing to say, go ahead and say h. I'll 
be listening, and I won't hesitate to of 
fer a friendly word of advice drawn 
from my own experience when you're 
done.
8. Punctual. If I say I'll be there at 
7:00 and I'm not there by 7:iO, you 
can just figure I'm not coming. 
9.1 don't smoke. If I come over to your 
house for a visit, your drapes won't 
smell like cigar smoke after I leave. 
Unless you smoke, and who am I to 
tell you that you shouldn't? I'm not the 
judgmental type, and 1 certainly don't 
get off on that holier-than-thou rou 
tine. So go ahead and light up.

10. Drinking. I generally drink in 
moderation, but if I do happen to get 
a little lit up, people say I'm a lot of 
fun.
11. Fistfights. I stay clear of them, and 
you should too, if you have any sense 
at all.
12. Obscure literary references. I 
don't make 'em. Why make you feel 
stupider than you do already?
13. Considerate. If we're in bod to 
gether, you can count on me not to 
steal all the sheets.
14. Good driver. I don't own a car at 
the moment, but if you do I'll be happy 
to drive it somewhere.
15. Only child. I don't know if I'm the 
marrying kind, but if we do decide to 
tie the knot, you won't get stuck with 
a loudmouthed brother-in-law who 
comes over every Sunday to watch 
football games on our wide-screen 
color TV.
16. I sleep late. Don't you just hate

people who-!ike to get up early?
17. Generous. Here, have a bite of this 
anchovy-and-egg sandwich. It's pretty 
good.
18. Movie trivia. I don't know the first 
thing about it. I count that a plus.
19. Kids love me. It's true. Kids (and 
animals) go crazy over me. The thing 
about kids is that they're always so 
open and honest. They're able to see 
through a loi of pretensions and pho- 
niness. If they like you, it's because 
you're great through and through, not 
just on the surface,
20. I don't like kids, however. If you've 
got a party to go to, I'll always be able 
to tag along. I won'i have to stay home 
because I can't get a baby-sitter.
21. Wisdom teeth. I've still got them. 
Show me a real man who doesn't. 
22.1 don't snore. 'Muff said.

If you've met me, of course, you 
probably know most of this stuff al 
ready. •
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fe Odious Stein buzzard
AND SO ANOTHFR SEASON DRAWS TO A
close, and we bird-watchers pack away 
our binoculars and notebooks, having 
spotted quick Cardinals in Missouri, 
Orioles high over Baltimore, cheeky 
Blue |ays on the shores of Lake On 
tario, and the same old Toledo Mud 
Hens. The acrobatic Yount Robin ap 
peared in Wisconsin; in Quebec, the 
Dawson Hawk swooped again; Chi 
cago was strangely graced by the pres 
ence of an ancient Cey Penguin; and 
the skies over New York were filled 
once more with the raucous, whining 
cry of the Odious Steinbuzzard, as 
throughout yet another summer he 
preened, pouted, shrieked, flapped, 
and (characteristically) fouled his nest.

The Migrating Golden Goose
AS IF IN ANSWf-R TO SOME ANCIENT, MYSTERIOUS CALL. THIS POWERFULLY WINGED
creature of allegedly low intelligence flew south in the spring. Near the Mexican 
border, perched upon a low heap of earth, it proceeded to throw numerous 
goose eggs past visiting species, such as the Rosey Peet (or Stat-Grubbing 
Peckerhead), pictured here.

A Clutch of Hitters
TRAINED OBSERVERS OFTEN FOCUS UPON MARGINAL LOW-
lying, even subterranean, nesting areas known as "dug- 
outs." Here, on any given twi-night, may be spotted (from 
left to right) a newly arrived Totally Green Rook (or Mynah

Leeger), a Typical Flake (sometimes known as a Quotable 
Loon), a species of Mockingbird called the Loudmouthed 
Benchwarmer, and (seated) a Superannuated Slugger, or 
Petulant Sulk.
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THE BIRDS OF SUMMER

* The Hoary-Headed Junk Chukar
THE ONLY HIGHLIGHT OF THE SEASON FOR DEDICATED URONX BIRD-WATCHERS WAS
the weekly appearance of this rare and ancient creature, whose performances 
forced orthodox ornithologists to reconsider all previous species'-life-expect- 
ancy tables. Since the disappearance of Gaylord's Peri (or the Mariner's Al 
batross), the Junk Chukar is the oldest surviving coot.

ft The Spoon-Billed 
Pop Dropper
AN ENTIRE FLOCK OF THESE HIGH-FLYING
snowbirds was spotted in Kansas City, 
in the autumn of '83. This summer, 
individuals were sighted everywhere, 
sniffing, twitching, gibbering, and 
tagging up too soon—suggesting that 
the species is far from endangered.
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THE BIRDS OF SUMMER

* The Four-Eyed Whiffer
THIS PROUD, I.OUD BLACKBIRD, TIH-: NATURAL !-NI :,MY OFTHE ODIOUS STEINBUZZARD.
has reappeared in his native Southern California, flocking together with the 
venerable Rod Curlew, the spunky Bobbing Grinch, and the One-Winged Burle- 
son Rooster. r> The Screaming 

Scarlet Manager
SINCE THE DISAPPEARANCE Ol; THE
Kicking Weaverbird, this species (like 
the Pitcher Bunting and Barefaced 
Bagswiper) is now officially on the en 
dangered list. One specimen, O'Mal- 
ley's Blue-Bellied Nut Hatch, is indig 
enous to Chavcz Ravine. Another, the 
Pine Tar Martin (or Whip Poor Billy), 
may yet return to New York. The il 
lustration shows a Manager in ritual 
combat with a totally extinct Shy Lack 
Nester.
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BY BILL FRANZEN

Sometimes life can be more than just a way of living.

T HIS IS Nl-Vl-K VKRY KASY." DR. 
Tudor said. "But il showed up. 
plain as day. after your phys 
ical. It's going to be quite a 
shock—you, a healthy young 
man of thirty-seven and all— 

but it's my job to level with you. Be 
lieve me, now's when I wish I was test 
ing seat bells or something. Because 
you have exactly thirty-seven years left 
to live."

Well, 1 had a feeling it wasn't going 
to be good news, but . . . cut down in 
thirty-seven more years ... it was al 
most too much. My mind went numb. 
and 1 searched Dr. Tudor's face for 
some small ray of hope. But all he said 
was "Go ahead and scream if you want. 
1 wouldn't blame you."

Scream? I couldn't even make my 
mouth say bye-bye. I just wandered out 
of Dr. Tudor's office, and—maybe ten 
minutes later, maybe two hours later— 
found myself wading barefoot through 
the reflecting pool in front of the li

brary. Nickels, dimes, even pennies felt 
good under my feet and between my 
toes. 1 tried to feel the dates on them. 
Then some guy, all silver buttons, 
shouted at me to gc! out. but he needn't 
have wasted his energy: I'd decided to 
get out anyway, before I got any sad 
der. See, I loved the feeling of being 
barefoot. But how many more times 
would 1 be able to squeeze going bare 
foot into the final thirty-seven years 
of my life?

1 had more hard questions for my 
self during the long drive home. Like 
why hadn't 1 ever slept in a lighthouse 
before? And how come my collecting 
metal cigar tubes for years seemed so 
foolish now? And why hadn't I just 
gone ahead and tramped something 
like "Bring Me the Head of Ronald 
McDonald" into the snow on the hill 
next to the exit ramp, instead of only 
thinking about doing-it? Or pulled up 
the carpeting in the living room to see 
what's been causing the little lump

that's in the middle every day and in 
from of the fireplace every night? And 
why hadn't 1 ever bothered to get 
"HlYA" put on my rear license plate? 
|ust who did 1 think I was kidding with 
the way I'd been "living"?

Well, when 1 finally walked in the 
door that evening, 1 didn't say a word 
about my visit to Dr. Tudor. Can you 
imagine—"Hey, honey! Kids! Take a 
good look at me during Adam 12 and 
dinner tonight because in thirty-seven 
years ..." No way. I was crazy about 
my wife, Valinda, our daughter, Jenny, 
and Liza, the little neighborhood girl 
who was around so much she was all 
ours except for the paperwork. And I 
didn't think that they should have to 
carry around any of this new weight 
inside me. But, you know, I guess 1 
misjudged just how heavy thai weight 
really was. Because after I'd lied to 
them, told them things were awfully 
slow now in the pool-table-sales game 
and that I'd be home barefoot a lot over
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37 YEARS

the next year, that heaviness dragged 
me right down to the basement bar. 1 
never even bothered to flick on the 
beer sign down there. )ust stretched 
out on one of the pool tables in the 
dark, drinking whiskey straight out of 
a bottle through a flexible straw to try 
to dissolve the lead bowling ball bur 
ied deep in my stomach, Yeah, and at 
first, that was good medicine. But then 
later, after two straight weeks of the 
police bringing me home just as it was 
getting light, and with my memory so 
loused up that, no, 1 honestly didn't 
remember sleeping in the shallow end 
of the penguin pool or in the tulips 
growing along the floral clock's big 
hand ... well, that just had to be rough 
on my Valinda, and on my )enny, and 
on our neighbors' little Liza.

So if I didn't want to keep hurting 
them or go handing in my room key 
thirty-seven years early on an already 
tight schedule, I had to clean up my 
act while there was still time. First I 
turned the caps on all the liquor bot 
tles in the house just as tight as they'd 
go. Then I rounded up Valinda and 
Jenny and Liza, herded them into the 
laundry room, and told them the truth.

Geez, I'd underestimated them! 
They were so strong they just stood or 
sat on the machines and watched me 
while I cried. And right away some of 
the heaviness of that weight that was

lodged in my gut lifted, We'd always 
been close, but now, it seemed to me, 
we drew even closer. Those three gais 
of mine became my pillars of strength, 
and when they really couldn't be home 
with me, they'd leave notes like 
"Honey—Margo still wants to try cut 
ting and frosting my hair, Back soon," 
or "Daddy—Me and Liza are walking 
to the mall to buy rabbits. See you in 
time for dinner. Love, Jenny."

Boy, just tell a guy he's got only 
thirty-seven years left on the planet 
and, once he's finished going a few 
rounds with the whiskey bottle, watch 
him scramble for meaning. Watch him 
turn off Mary Tyler Moore reruns he's 
seen three times and, instead, get out 
side and enjoy life, maybe drive to the 
bank, maybe take the long way. Watch 
him gradually cut his sieep time from 
eight hours to, say, seven and a quarter. 
Then see him decide there'll be no 
more reading Stephen King's Cujo and 
then going to the movie Cujo two 
months later. See him start picking one 
or the other—no more of this "both" 
stuff.

What Dr. Tudor probably doesn't 
know is that he's actually done me a 
favor, Sure, 1 "got through" those first 
thirty-seven years, but now I'm going 
to start making every day of the next 
thirty-seven really count. You want to 
know something else? Back when I was

living like some immortal fool, my life 
was never very exciting. But now— 
heck, 1 get a big charge out of just tak 
ing a key down to the hardware store 
and watching them make a duplicate. 
/ might not even need it. But the sight 
of all those different-colored keys 
hanging on their hooks, and ... umm- 
mm ... the manly smell of ground 
metal—those are experiences you can't 
go on having forever. Because that's 
another thing: 1 used to smell, right? 
But now, thanks to Dr. Tudor, my 
senses are turned up so crazy high, I'm 
smell-ING. And where 1 used to see, 
now I'm see-ING, For instance, for 
thirty-seven years a pink pocket comb 
lying on the sidewalk was just a pink 
pocket comb lying on the sidewalk. But 
now—now— it's suddenly a five-inch- 
long bubble-gum-colorcd pink pocket 
comb with twenty-three thick teeth 
and thirty-three thin ones and "Bob 
bie's Hair Shack" in gold stamped on 
the spine and "UNBREAKABLE" in 
raised pink letters next to it, lying on 
the sidewalk on the side of a news 
stand, three feet away from a ripped- 
off cover of Bear Archery Digest. See 
what I mean? Sure, I may have only 
thirty-seven years left until 1 sign off, 
but at least we're talking, 1 think, about 
thirty-seven years of some kind of 
heightened reality. And someday, soon, 
I might even do some skydiving. •

"This putt is worth $75.000—certainly more than enough 
for a decent suit of clothes, a haircut, and a set of real golf clubs!"
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(CONTINUED FROM PAGF. 58)

Sirs:
There has been a great deal of con 

troversy in boxing since a number of 
fighters died in the ring. I'd like to rec 
ommend a few handy rules for judges 
to help them prevent anything serious 
from happening to the boxers:

1. Breathing: Both contestants 
should remain breathing throughout 
the contest. If a boxer stops breathing 
for longer than a round or two, the 
fight should be stopped.

2. Immobility: If a boxer cannot 
move, then the fight should be stopped, 
unless he is still standing.

3. Decapitation: If a boxer loses his 
head during the match, the fight should 
be stopped for at least ten seconds. If, 
during that time, the fighter cannot 
find or replace his head, then the bout 
is forfeited.

4. Thumbing: If a boxer tries to leave 
before the match is concluded, then he 
forfeits the bout.

I think these four rules will solve all 
of boxing's problems, and we will no 
longer have to worry about safety, or 
being investigated, or going to prison 
again.

Don King 
Las Vegas, Nev.

Sirs:
You guys are just never satisfied. 

First, I made a jet plane disappear, but 
that wasn't good enough. Then 1 
caused the Statue of Liberty to vanish. 
You still weren't impressed. So 1 
racked my brain, trying to think of a 
magic trick so astounding it would 
amaze even today's audience, jaded in 
this age of computerized special 
effects. Then 1 thought, Fuck it. Even if 
I make the state of Wisconsin disap 
pear, you guys will think I did it with 
holography or something. So now I'm 
concentrating on illusions on a smaller 
scale, closer to home. To begin with, 
I'm going to make the rest of this Let 
ters column disappear...

...and reappear! Thank you very 
much, ladies and gentlemen.

David Copperfield 
Locked in a trunk somewhere

Sirs:
You know what Reagan's trickle- 

down theory of economics is? It's good 
to have rich people piss on you.

Bad Socialist Comedian 
Los Angeles, Calif.

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 821
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OF THE 2,531 CAVES in Tennessee, this one 
in Moore County is particularly prized.

It's fed, you see, by an underground, iron- 
free spring flowing at 56 ° year round. Mr. 
Jack Daniel, a native of these parts, laid claim 
to the cave in 1866. And from that year 
forward, its water has been 
used to make Jack Daniel's 
Whiskey. Of course, there 
are hundreds of caves just as 
lovely. But after a sip of 
Jack Daniel's, you'll know 
why this one is valued 
so highly.

CHARCOAL 
MELLOWED

6 
DROP

6
BY DROP

Tennessee Whiskey • 90 Proof • Distilled and Bottled by Jack Daniel Distillery
Lem Motlow, Prop., Route 1. Lynchburg (Pop. 361), Tennessee 37352 

Placed in the National Register of Historic Places by the United States Government.
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LETTERS

Sirs:
Gold ingots, let's face it, are useless. 

But cows are useful. So why don'l we 
just trade cows instead of gold? Sure, 
the transportation costs might be a lit 
tle higher, but at least you can drink 
some wholesome milk from a cow, 
while a gold bar just stains your teeth. 

Bruce Schmitz 
Aurora, HI.

Sirs:
I'm a real ladies' man, so when I'm 

boffing some chick I always put on my 
Bolero record. I do have one question, 
however, that maybe you could answer 
forme: What're you supposed to do for 
the last fifteen and a half minutes of the 
song? Smoke cigarettes?

Runct (ones 
North Hollywood, Calif.

Sirs:
I'm on top of the Empire State 

Building prepared to jump not to my 
death but into flight. It occurred to me 
that this was possible while watching 
the space shuttle Challenger land at 
Edwards Air Force Base on television. 
Here was this multi-ton, seemingly 
unwieldy vehicle gliding effortlessly 
from the heavens into a perfect two- 
point landing. Since the human body

is comparatively lightweight and easily 
adaptable to the ideal aerodynamic di 
mensions, 1 realized 1 too could glide 
like the space shuttle. It's a simple 
matter of extending the arms in a non- 
rigid wing position and stretching the 
legs straight back with feet and knees 
together and toes pointed. It's ironic 
that over the centuries man has cho 
sen to panic and wave his limbs errat 
ically when falling from a great height, 
when pure unencumbered flight was 
so easily within his grasp. But enough 
talking. It's time to soar. I'm going over 
the side now ... Ho, Ho!! WAH! WA 
WA WA WA WA WA WA WA WA!!! 

A Man Named Splat 
Thirty-fourth St. and Fifth Ave.

Sirs:
I dunno, I sorta liked Charles 

Rocket.
Tim Davis 

Columbus, Ohio

Sirs:
See, we all got this big joke in the 

works. Every time there's a meeting of 
the United Nations General Assembly, 
we secretly pass around this petition 
while the American delegate is speak 
ing. What it says, see, is that on the very 
day the United States goes metric—

"Miss Garnet, get me everything 
we have on spontaneous generation."

you know, meters, liters, centigrade— 
well, on that exact same day, all the rest 
of the countries of the world are going 
to convert to U.S. units—yards, 
quarts, Fahrenheit, etc. And hell, it'sail 
we can do to keep from giggling out 
loud at each meeting!

All the Countries of the
Rest of the World

The U.N.

Sirs:
Hey, get a load of our new fal) sched 

ule! It's dy-no-mite! NBC has a new 
"realistic" edge that'll shave points off 
the competition. Roman Polanski hosts 
Paternity Suit! at 8:00, with Lee Mar- 
vin his first guest. Then, My Lai De 
tector, with F. Lee Bailey and William 
Galley. John Hinckley's Firing Line and 
lack Abbott's Masterpiece Theatre fol 
low right on the heels of the Manson 
family on Family Feud. NBC—be there, 
or we'll kill your children!

Brandon Tartikoff 
NBC Executive Suite

Sirs:
Those bastards over at ABC stole my 

idea for a Night of the Hundred Nazi 
Stars extravaganza. But we're coming 
back with Bob Hope's Big Nazi Hoopla 
Spoof. CBS's think piece, The Nazis 
Take On Andy Rooney, doesn't stand 
a chance. And PBS? Those Darn Na 
zis. Ha! What a bunch of homos!

Brandon Tartikoff 
NBC Executive Suite

Sirs:
Okay, how about The Gospel Ac 

cording to Jill St. John? It'll kill ABC's 
movie of the week, Dial M for Pizza. 
What do you say? Talk to me, you're 
beautiful, baby.

Brandon Tartikoff 
NBC Executive Suite

Sirs:
Boy, I saw a really unique act in a 

nightclub the other night. It was a 
midget ventriloquist who sat on his 
dummy's knee! It was really funny be 
cause the midget's arms weren't long 
enough to operate the dummy's con 
trols in the back, and he kept having 
to lean way over to get at them. He 
was leaning farther and farther and 
finally he just fell off. The dummy fell 
on top of him and the midget panicked 
under all that life-size wood and started 
screaming and thrashing around. Boy, 
it was really funny. It was really, really 
funny,

Charlie McCarthy 
Mortimer, Mass.
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Sirs:
1 had a party to celebrate my recent 

discovery regarding the Gerber's baby 
food theory. You weren't invited. In 
vited were: the Ivory Snow girl 
(Brooke Shields), the Morion Salt girl 
(a drawing), and the Mr. Peantu pea 
nut (a peanut). Those who showed up 
were: a box of Ivory Snow, a box of 
Morton Salt, and a jar of Mr. Peanut 
peanuts (salted). That was the night I 
lost my virginity to the Marlboro man 
(crushproof box). Yes, it broke the 
Pillsbury Doughboy's heart, He shot 
himself, and now he's in a coma, but 
life goes on. When I heard the news, I 
got rip-roaring drunk, The next morn 
ing, I accidentally swallowed Speedy 
Alka-Seltzer. Now I'm in prison with 
Jean Harris, the Scarsdale Diet killer. 
You can say all you want about me, but 
I lived my life.

Barbara McClintock 
Sing Sing. N.Y.

Sirs:
Sure, sure, it's been a—it's been a 

while. But so what—so friggin' what? 
They were two top hits—top, top hits, 
and there'll be a hell of a lot more 
(ooops—damn heel'.). So you just wait 
an' see, just wait an' see—right, 
Daddy?

Nancy
The Entertainment Capital

of the World
Nevada

Sirs:
Okay, hold it, hold it, just hold every 

thing, fellers. I hit my head on the 
garage door and woke up in 1972. 
Hence my excruciatingly embarrassing 
announcement as a candidate for the 
1984 Democratic nomination for presi 
dent. But, thank God, all's well that 
ends well. My wife, in a fit of justifiable 
homicide, hit me repeatedly about the 
head with a claw hammer, and I'm 
happy to report that I'm back to being 
the long-forgotten, totally washed-up 
nobody 1 was always meant to be.

George McGovern 
Sioux Falls, S. Dak.

Sirs:
During Memorial Day weekend, we 

will have teams of surgeons working 
round the clock to perform bilateral 
mastectomies on 250 Indian women. 
We will dub this event the Indian Nlp- 
pleless 500. American and East Asian 
patients will be accepted.

Dr. Russ Meyers 
Sloan-Kettering Institute

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 84)
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LETTERS

Sirs:
Could I tell you a weird dream 1 had 

the other night? I was watching Late 
Night with David Letterrnan—wait, 
that isn't the dream. I'll gel to the 
dream in a minute. I was watching Late 
Night with David Letterman and he 
had Bill Cosby on, and Bill Cosby was 
really getting on Clive Barnes's case 
for giving Sammy and Company—no, 
not Sammy and Company, what was 
the name of it? It was a Broadway show 
with Sammy Davis Jr. and Bill Cosby, 
I think it was called Sammy and Cos. 
Anyway, he was really coming down 
hard on Clive Barnes for giving the 
show a bad review. He was saying how 
Barnes was a drunk and how he took 
naps when he was supposed to be re 
viewing a show. So anyway, I sort of 
dozed off after a while and had this 
dream in which Cosby and Clive 
Barnes were duking it out in the fight 
of the century. Cosby had about a six- 
inch height advantage and was much 
younger than Barnes, but Barnes was 
kicking his ass. The two of them were 
going at it toe-to-toe, and flabby old 
Clive Barnes was really teeing off and 
punching the shit out of Cosby. I was 
really surprised. He must have boxed 
in college or in the Army or some 
thing, because he was a really tough, 
scrappy little fighter. Reminded me a 
lot of Duran. After a couple of rounds 
of getting his face pushed in, Cosby

panicked and came out of his corner 
swinging like a wild man. Barnes just 
ducked a couple of roundhouse rights 
and knocked that son of a bitch right 
through the ropes. It was great. 1 never 
liked Cosby that much anyway, and in 
my opinion he deserved it for embar 
rassing the man on national television 
that way. 1 mean, even if he really is a 
drunk, you just don't say it on televi 
sion, no matter what kind of review 
he gave you.

Lenny Wheatman 
Bismarck, N. Dak.

Sirs:
I can't take it anymore! This ice cap 

isn't big enough for all of us!!! Eight 
reindeer!!! Hundreds of elves!!! My fat 
wife!!! A small house that keeps get 
ting smaller, SMALLER! SMALL 
ER! !! Get me out of here!!!

Santa Claustrophobia 
The North Pole

Sirs:
Last Tuesday, Skippy Stellioni, alias 

"Ponche," beloved and only son of An 
tony Stellioni, Greek coffee-shop mag 
nate and Chelsea land baron, beloved 
son of the now deceased Skippy the 
First, joined his late wife, Honey, in 
that big kennel in the sky.

Skippy was always a real roustabout. 
He was constantly chasing the female 
of the species. Any size, shape, or color

"Ernestine is trying to get St. Patrick to change his mind,"

— it didn't matter. One of Skippy's fa 
vorite sayings in his heyday was "Eight 
to eighty, crippled or crazy, if they pee, 
they're good enough for me." Skippy 
was a half-breed. Part Pekingese, part 
Chihuahua. He seemed to have inher 
ited that certain je ne sais quoi found 
frequently in mutts. I don't know, per 
haps some would call it hybrid vigor. 
Skippy certainly possessed that rough- 
and-ready spirit.

Skippy was quietly buried in his 
backyard on Saturday, because as Mr. 
Antony Stellioni declared, "Why 
should I pay them twenty bucks to 
carry him away in a plastic bag?"

Lucky the Mascot 
"National Enquirer"

Sirs:
We are giving away more than two 

million dollars' worth of prizes. It's the 
greatest giveaway of all time! These 
are just some of the fabulous offer 
ings:

$1,500 worth of rub-on tattoos. 
Skulls, flowers, peace signs—a little 
moisture is all it takes, and they're 
guaranteed not to run for up to twelve 
hours.

$3,000 worth of mini-joke books, 
including Goofy Gags, Ridiculous Rid 
dles, and The Best of Bennett Cerf. 
"Why did the Silly Billy throw the clock 
out the window? He wanted to see time 
fly!"

$1,200 worth of plastic, one-note 
whistles, in a variety of attractive 
colors.

$3,600 worth of cellophane Lucky 
Dragon fortune-tellers. Just place one 
in the palm of your hand. "If the dragon 
sees his tail, your sweepstakes entry 
should be in the mail!"

And of course, the Grand Prize, a 
lifetime supply of Cracker lacks—bar 
rels full of the stuff delivered each day 
to your door. That's right, candy-coated 
popcorn, peanuts, and ... more than 
two million dollars' worth of prizes! 
That's what you get from a Cracker 
Jack.

Send in your entry today.
Ed McMahon

Official Spokesman
The Big Cracker lack Sweepstakes

Sirs:
So you think being a spirit is all fun, 

eh? Wrong, buster! Not all of us get 
appointed poltergeists, literary leg 
ends, or TV sitcom celebrities. Some 
of us get the real menial shit, and it 
really pisses me off!

The Ghost of 
Columbus Days Past
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LETTERS

Sirs: 
I'm really utterly and thoroughly

perturbed! Yesterday I was driving my 
automobile when a policeman pulled 
me over for speeding. He was a very 
kind gentleman, and when he walked 
up to my window, he said, "Okay, 
madam, what's your name?"

I said, "Fuck you, scumbag faggot 
copper!"

He looked at me very angrily and 
said very slowly, "What did you just 
say?"

I said, "Fuck you, scumbag faggot 
copper!"

He then physically pulled me out of 
my auto, slapped a pair of handcuffs on 
me, and booked me into jail,

Now what I wish to know is, what 
have I done wrong?

Mrs. Eleanor
Fuckyouscumbagfaggot copper 

Columbus, Ohio

Sirs:
People misunderstand the Hare 

Krishnas. The Hare Krishnas don't 
really dance. It's just that, to be kind to 
(he earth, they're nol allowed to have 
both feet on the ground at the same 
time.

Tom 
Earth

Sirs:
I'm the guy who encouraged Linda 

Ronstadt to do the Sinatra remakes, 
and I also put Kim Carries together 
with Kenny Rogers, so 1 know where 
of I speak when 1 say you've got to be 
innovative, one step ahead of the 
crowd, to make it in the music busi 
ness. My latest plans? First, get the 
Tubes to do a Christmas album of old 
Nat "King" Cole holiday standards. 
Second, team Connie Francis with Boy 
George in what would be one hell of a 
musical coup. Third, put together a 
tour with Barry White fronting for Mi 
chael Jackson, then have them come 
out together for one final number in 
which (get this) White does the high 
parts and Jackson the low parts. Hey 
look, I don't say everything will always 
work, but you've got to try some things 
in this lifetime, you know?

Don Kirshner 
In my office and busy

Sirs;
Here's what 1 did today. Woke up at 

nine after a restless six hours between 
Brooks Brothers' doors (1 like sleeping 
in doorways of nice places; it makes 
me feel like a better class of derelict).

Was hassled a lot by a dumb cop.

Anyway, at nine I looked as grubby as 
I could for about an hour to spare- 
change me some grub.

At ten I scribbled some gibberish on 
an old newspaper while sipping some 
hoi coffee and eating a Danish. 1 did 
this for an hour at least. Then till about 
two 1 walked around Grand Central 
picking up old cigarette butts and 
searching through trash cans for scraps 
of food. After feasting on crusts of 
pizza and eookie crumbs I sat down 
and relaxed in the waiting room. About

twenty people who had been sitting in 
the area got up and stood far from me, 
whispering something about why don't 
I take a bath already. Why? Give me 
some Ivovy soap and I'll take me a bath 
(ha-ha-ha-ha-ha!).

After three-thirty I don't know what 
happened until eight-thirty. Big fog. It 
lifted an hour and a half ago. It was a 
great day.

Bag Lady 
Streets of New York

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 86)
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nil ol oitjdinci il you lose your suction Oslo'0 wiltdrwil and ?ome $emen 
ipikls outside Ine condom Hopraver. Ihe ailflni of decreased risk has not b«n 
tilirjlisnco1 This condom should nol be used » t subilllutt (or Ihe combined 
u» nl a vaimsl ipermicidt and a condom

1 DOZEN SOILED IXTEX CONDOMS

The natural protection of a Trojan * brand condom.
The additional safeguard of a spermicidal lubricant.

Trojan Plus 2. For feeling safer.

Limited Introductory Sample Offer.
Please send me a sample package of Trojan Plus 2 (three in the package), 
enclosing S1.00, and will receive them in an unmarked mailer.

Name.

Address. 

City__ . State __ .Zip.
Make check or money order payable to Youngs Drug Products Corp. NL984 
Do not send cash.
Allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery Thisofler is limited to one ordef per household and excites 11/30/84 

Mail to: Youngs Drug Products Corp., P.O. Box 1030, Piscataway, NJ. 08854
While no contraceptive provides lOOfe prelection. Trojan"brand condoms, when properly used. eHeclively aid in the prevention ol 
pregnancy ana seiually transmitted diseases. ©YD PC 19B4
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LETTERS

Sirs:
You know how sometimes you put 

something down and you forget you 
left it there? Well, that happened to me 
recently. I went to the supermarket 
with my four-year-old daughter, 
Rochellc. As always, I picked her up 
and put her in the shopping cart so she 
could ride while I did the shopping. 
Anyway, she must have fallen asleep, 
because 1 didn't hear a peep out of her 
after that. I just walked up and down 
the aisles, loading the shopping cart 
with the usual necessities: vegetables, 
chocolate milk, salad dressing, onion 
dip, spinach ravioli, ground beef, Ham 
burger Helper, and beer. The cart was 
pretty full by the time I was done. The 
checkout girl whistled when she saw 
everything. "You sure you can manage 
with all thai, ma'am?" " It's okay," I told 
her. " My station wagon's in the parking 
lot. But if someone would help me 
carry the load outside, I'd-appreciate 
it." She smiled. "No problem at ail, 
ma'am." The girl called one of the stock 
boys over, and he helped load every 
thing into paper bags and carried them 
out to the car for me. 1 tipped him a 
dollar.

When 1 got home 1 pulled everything 
out of the bags and checked it all off on

my shopping list to be sure I hadn't
forgotten anything. But my daughter 
must have been packed under the bag 
containing the beer, because as soon as 
I'd taken that out 1 used the bag to line 
the garbage pail. Tuesday morning is 
trash day, so I took all the garbage out 
the night before.

Now I can't find my daughter any 
where, and since I can't remember 
seeing her after I put her in the shop 
ping cart, I can only assume she went 
out with Tuesday's garbage collection.

Well, since my food budget is pretty 
tight, 1 keep receipts. I dug it out, and 
there it was: $1.89. That checkout girl 
had charged me for my own daughter! 
What nerve! That's the last time I shop 
there.

Brenda Lewis 
LJrbana, III.

Sirs:
There's this one guy 1 carpool with 

who's an absolute fanatic when it 
comes to seat belts—you know, the 
kind that buckles up when he's going 
through a car wash. So the other day 1 
acted like I forgot something in his car 
and borrowed the keys and opened the 
door. Then I poured sulfuric acid on 
the driver's seat belt. That way he won't

liidtroi

notice anything wrong when he buck 
les up, but the next time he goes 
through the car wash his seat belt will 
snap like the sanitary sash around a 
motel-room loilet, and he'll get im 
paled on the steering column, lust 
thought you'd like to know.

lames E. Burnett
National Transportation

Safety Board

Sirs:
Here's what science is: science is 

putting a chameleon in a roomful of 
Tony Bennetts and getting paid for it 
by the government. Science isn't put 
ting Tony Bennett in a roomful of cha 
meleons. No, wait, I got that wrong. 
Science is putting a chameleon in a 
roomful of Tony Bennett impersona 
tors. No, that's not it either. Science is 
having Tony Bennett eat a live cha 
meleon. No, wait a minute. Uh, I'll get 
back to you on it.

Barbara McClintock 
Geneticfreak, N.Y.

Sirs:
Okay, okay, I've got it now. Science 

is like being a supermarket in a room 
ful of supermarket impersonators. No, 
wait. Science is like something you 
forgot to eat that you didn't want to 
eat anyway. No, that's not it either. I 
had it here somewhere, Damn!

Barbara McClintock 
Seniletown, N.Y.

Sirs:
I just bought a Sony Listenman. It's 

great—I can lie on my bed and listen 
to my stereo and still have the illusion 
of walking around. Well, it's been nice 
talking to you, but now 1 have to go 
dirty the dishes.

Doe John 
The alternate universe

Sirs:
|ust a final note on the last Winter 

Olympics: Which do you think is 
harder, a luge run in a snowstorm by 
a blind man, or Dick Button's wangcr- 
oo in the men's room of an inn in Old 
Sarajevo?

Olympic Buff 
Wheat ina. Idaho

Sirs:
Dah-DAH!!! Well, HERE I AM!!! 

What? What's that? This is the Letters 
column, isn't it? Oh. Er, urn—shit! Am 
I embarrassed!

The Letter "M" 
The alphabet

(CONTINUED ON I' AGE 89)
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Rolling Stone's
Continuous History of

Rock& Roll.
From The Beatles to 
Bowie and Beyond.

Rock has changed the course of musical history. And Rolling Stone's 
Continuous History details every twist and turn. Each weekend you'll 
hear 60 minutes of musical insight into rock's past, present and future. 
From theme shows like "Heavy Metal Mania" to exclusive interviews 
with rock legends. Call your favorite rock station for details.

Coming up the weekend of August 25: 
"The Stories Behind the Songs"

John Lennon, ZZ Top, John Cougar Mellencamp and
others tell the tales.

The weekend of September 1: 
"School Days"

Back to school, rock & roll style, with Pink Floyd, 
Stray Cats and more.

a be rock radio net work®
'ought to you In part by

UFESAVUg. 

^
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made 100% quality: SO)SO

BO-HICA PRODUCTIONS S 
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MAD 
AS HELL

A Master Tome of Revengemanship
Tired ofhcing ihc underdog? Let Had AsHcUput 

you i>mop of your enemies as you become a maslrr of 
revengemanship.

Iliis is where M Nelson Chunder. a true revenge 
tactician, tells all. [.earn how lo gel even with a two- 
(iminR lover, an overbearing boss, bothersome mail 
order companies, an ex-friend, unfair business!-, anil 
others, (>el even wilh anyone anywhere at any time 
with ihis collection of devilishly devious tricks. Here 
are over 120 peevish pranks that will reduce your 
mart lo 3 whimpering mass of paranoia while they 
destroy his reputation and family life. Humorous, yet 
effective, these revenge tact its will ku prove your out 
look while they damage your mark's lighten your 
load, give your anger lo someone who deserves it. 
Here's your chance to he the fudge. For tnlcnain- 
mcnt purposes only! 
V/i x 8'A, hardeovcr, 168 pp. $12.95

Available only by mail! 
TO ORDER

Send check or money order for 112.95 plus I J.OO 
\'&H lo Paladin PTCM. P.O. Box IJ07-K1P. Boulder, 
CO 80*06-1307. VISA or MasterCard customers 
CALL TOLL PHEE, 24 HOURS A DAY, KOO-824 
7888- Ask for Operator "249. In Alaska anil Hawaii: 
800-824-7919- For Customer Service, call (103) 
443-7250.

Dealer Inquiries Invfted

'COMPLETE OR 
BEGIN ANY MAN'S 
FITNESS PROGRAM
•Give your SEX LIFE a LIFT
• Includes 12 page. wor-Kou+ 

booKlef with spcrHer -Hps
•Adjustable 'VELCRO' belt
• Grea+ novelty GIFT
to order (n U.SA. send $15.95 ea.
to: Rainbow Products 

P.O.Box 486 
Korco, Cal. 9I76O

© 196+ Ml righ-H r«crvcd

27 Ways to Help You 
Qualify for the Job You Want
Free Facts about
Diplomas and 2-Year Degrees
Now at home in your spare
time, without any previous
experience, you can train for a
money-making career.. .even
get an associate degree. Send
for tree career facts about the
exciting career program that
interests you most' You will
receive color brochure and information on
employment opportunities in the field you
choose. Mail coupon today and see how easy it is
to tram at home for a great new career or
advancemenl on your present job.

International Correspondence Schools!
Dept. HDS94. Scranton, PA 18515

Sent! free facts and color brochure how I car study al home 
for the career I have chosen. No obligation, no salesman 
will call. CHECK ONE BOX ONLY! All degree courses and 
many career courses are approved for Veterans and active 
duty military personnel.
BUSINESS TWO-VERB flSSOCIATE 
DEGREE PROGRAMS 
LJ Business Management 
H Accounting
C Marking—Sales & Adi/srhsing 
C" Financial Managemenl 
TECHNICAL Wfl-YEaR 
ASSOCIATE DEGREE PROGRAMS 
!"J Mechanical Engineering

Technology
n Civil Engineering Technology 
G Eloclncal Engineering Technology 
!! I EIEdronics Technology 
CAREER DIPLOMA PROGRAMS 
H Computer Programming 
".VjHignScnool 
G Catoring'Gourmei Cooking 
G Microcomputer Repair 
O Auto Mechanics

CAREER DIPLOMA PROGRAMS 
O Bookkeeping' 
D Drafting' 
fl A" Conditioning 

S Relngeration 
n Electronics 
n Electrician 
LI Genaral Law Enforcement'::;Art
."'Small Business

Management 
" Wildlife' Forestry

Conservation* 
;"• Diesel Mechanics 
!~i Gun Repair' 
DMolorcycle Repair' 
D Surveying S Mapping 
D Small Engine Repair

' These courses a<e tillered by North American Correspondence
Schools-

MOVING?
ATTACH LABEL HERE OH PRINT OLD ADDRESS 

AND SEND TO THE ADDRESS BELOW.

N/IM£__

ADDRESS,

CITV

STATE

PRINT NEW ADDRESS HERE

NAME

ALLOW 4-B WEEKS FOH CHANGE TO TAKE EFFECT

TO SUBSCRIBE OR RENEW:
n i YEAR $9.95 a 2 YEARS $13.75
CHECK ONE: D New Subscription D Renewal 
Q Payment Enclosed DBill me (mailonly)

Motional Lampoon
635 Madison Ave NYNY10022

NOTIFY ALL 
'WITH ONE CALL

Now you can notify all national consumer mag 
azines and all o! your major credit cards with 
one call Simply dial this number, give your old 
and new address, the services you want notilied 
and lei ihe computer do the rest. Charge $12.95 
to any major credit card.

1-8OO-554-7272
FOR INSTANT SERVICE EXT1
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LETTERS
Sirs:

Please help me in my quest. I am 
trying to raise money to help stamp out 
a serious problem afflicting millions of 
innocent and unsuspecting Americans 
every year. No, I am not referring to 
either herpes or AIDS. I'm referring to 
the disease called Pee-Wee Herman. 
Science still has no cure for this insid 
ious illness.

The only thing that can help is a bul 
let in the head. Thai's why anything you 
can do to help—any nickel, dime, dol 
lar, or thousand dollars you can 
spare—will help us raise enough 
money to hire a professional assassin to 
rid the world of (his horrible plague.

Please send all contributions to:
The Pee-Wee Herman Assassination 

Fund
635 Madison Avenue, New York, 

NY. 10022
Thank you.

Eddie Freedberg 
Commack, N.Y.

Sirs:
Here, let me show you some pic 

tures of me and the wife in Greece. 
What's that? You're getting tired and 
have to leave? Oh, please stay, this'll 
only take a couple of minutes. Har 
riet!!! Get those boxes of photo al 
bums! Here we are. . . . This is me and 
the wife in front of the Parthenon. , . . 
This is me and the wife behind the Par 
thenon. . . . This is me and the wife by 
the hotel pool. .. . What's that? You 
have to go now? No, please wait.. .. 
This is me and the wife in front of the 
Mediterranean—Hey, I didn't know 
you carried a gun.... This is me and 
the wife—Hey! Why arc you pointing 
that thing at me?!!! No! No, don't 
shoot! I'll stop showing pictures!! 
Honest, b-b-but pl-pl-please don't 
shoot! Never again! I'm sor—BANG! 
BANG!BANG!

The Neighbor Who Always
Shows All the Pictures

Who You've Always
Wanted to Kill and
Who Now Is Dead

Sirs:
I'm so proud of my husband, Luke! 

He's been out of work since the mine 
shut down last month, but he didn't 
just hang around drinking beer and 
watching TV. Not Luke. Luke kept dig 
ging.

In fact, as a protest, Luke plans to 
tunnel all the way to Washington, DC.! 
He knows Reagan won't even see his 
protest if it's underground, but Luke 
says that's not important. He says that

if he leads the way, people wil] start 
tunneling to Washington from all over 
this great land. Luke says it's the idea 
that counts!

So far Luke's made it out to the rusty 
old Chevy in the backyard, the one up 
on the cinder blocks. I know because 
I saw the light from his hat under the 
car this morning.

Sally Lee Withers 
Big Shaft, W. Va.

Sirs:
I'm a fifty-one-year-old, balding, 

overweight, alcoholic, chain-smoking 
former pro wrestler. I live in a dingy, 
one-room apartment with tattered 
posters of Loni Anderson on the walls, 
and subsist on a diet of peanut butter 
and Doritos. I've tried my hand at a 
variety of careers, from sanitation en 
gineer to roach exterminator, but now 
I make a living writing the letters to 
Penthouse Forum. So next time you 
pick up a copy, just remember you're 
jerking off to my fantasies.

Name and Address 
Withheld by Request

Sirs:
Fooled you. That last letter was not 

a letter From the editors at all, but a 
subtle parody we call no! a letter from 
the editors. Be on the lookout in the 
near future for not your morning mail, 
not a traffic citation, and not the sur 
geon general's warning on the health 
effects of cigarette smoking.

Not Tony Hendra 
Not New York, N.Y.

Sirs:
Professional football is being ruined 

by foreign ideologies! The New York 
Giants' offensive line has adopted 
Gandhi's theory of passive resistance. 
They just hold up their hands and say, 
"Brothers, put aside your strife," be 
fore being splattered by some honest 
young Americans without the corrup 
tions of higher education. Not only is 
their wimpish behavior annoying, but 
they have even followed their leader's 
habits, wearing a loincloth and slip 
pers, fasting, drinking their own and 
others' urine, and giving prepubescent 
girls enemas. Fortunately, their behav 
ior has not affected the Giants' record, 
but if this doesn't stop, football could 
become a swinish game for foreign 
pansies. All the players involved should 
be sent to El Salvador and forgotten, 
and let's get on with real, God-given, 
American sports!

Dick Young 
Rego Park, N.Y.

ula, grid 35 oihBr brands' Plain package, salislacliori 
guaranteed. Sampler pack of 10 assarted condoms — S2
Send IhH coupon along mill] Name and Address to 1
Adam & Eve, PO. Box 900. Den' NL'58. Carrboro, NC 27510
n»FB2PriotoBaoKraHonly)S2.(M Q*C9Conaom Sampler .....(2.00 
Q (9999 Calalog ........ t2.0Q O *N4 All 3........... Jusl S3.00!

NEW
VARIABLE RATE BONDS 

MAKE IT
SMARTTO
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A DOCTOR TELLS YOU

"HOWTOCOPE"
WITH

HERPES
If you suffer from Herpes, there's relief in 
sight. While there is as yet no known cure, 
doctors have discovered means to really 
help men anc! women who suffer from Herpes 
.. .to live with it more comfortably, avoid pas 
sing it on, find new peace of mind. Dr. Wadler, 
M.D. and Nancy Wadler, M.S., tell you how, 
in their fact-filled book: "How To Cope." 
"It's a very important book and it really 
lias to get out.'

-Dr. frank Field
Science Editor, WNBC-TV 

".. .straightforward, comfrrehensive, ajid 
reassuring..."

- Planned Parenthood® 
Federation of America

"How To Cope" spells out the facts... 
how to recognize symptoms, what to do for 
relief, where to find supportive self-help 
groups... in short, how to live a full happy 
Sfe in spite of having Herpes.

Send for it now. You owe it to yourself. 
This 126-page hardcover book is shipped to 
you in a plain wrapper. Send $9.95 plus $1.25 
shipping and handling in check or money 
order to: Heron Books, Dept 141/2022, 
201 Lincoln Boulevard, Middlesex, New 
Jersey 08846. 
Fbr credit card order,
Call Toll Free 1-800-321-3500
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CONTEST #35
"They're Not Funny Jhey're Sick"

T WO-THIRTY A.M. ON A SATUR- 
day night sometime last year. 
The posh Madison Avenue 
offices of the National Lam 
poon are closed for a long 
holiday weekend, but a sharp- 

eyed security guard notices a light 
burning in the window of the fbrty- 
fifth-floor editorial penthouse suite. 
He presumes the light has been left on 
by aecident, but lie deeides to cheek it 
out nevertheless. He discovers a Na 
tional Lampoon editor, wearing noth 
ing but a blond wig and blaek laee bra 
and panties, singing English dance hall 
ditties and breaking dozens of raw eggs 
on the bronze bust of Doug Kenney in 
the west atrium.

An isolated incident? Unfortunately 
not. The odd perversions and clandes 
tine practices of the editorial staff here 
are legendary in the magazine world, 
and it's only clever lawyers and a lack 
of interest on the part of the public 
that's so far kept our names out of the 
sleazy tabloids sold at supermarket 
checkout counters. It's all a bit sordid 
and, frankly, a little sad.

"What can I do to help?" you're 
probably asking yourself. Well, not 
much, really. But you can have a little 
fun by matching the National Lam 
poon editors pictured here with the 
heretofore-unpublished confessions of 
their secret vices. Just draw a line from 
each miscreant to his sick, sick words. 
A little fun...} guess that's all any of 
us really want.

OUTERWEAR RIOT!
Nolhin 1 says levin' like 
sornelnm' from the oven, so 
we'll be sure lo heal up tins 
new National Lampoon 
Black So* baseball jacket 
before sending it to the 
winner of this contest. This 
prize has it all—fabric, lin 
ing, snaps, sleeves—and 
will probably cause a wind 
fall ol entries liefc-lofore 
undreamed Of. at least by 
common nouseplants.

\

"I don't know.. .videotaping all of
Jerry Lewis's telethons and talk-
show appearances is something

I've been doing for years."

"Somehow I feel like
more of a man 

when I'm wearing 
women's clothes."

A fifty-gallon tank of nitrous 
oxide and a couple of shelves

of stylish handbags— 
what more could a guy want?"

"A little Jetl-O down inside
my latex underpants and I'm set

for the whole day."

Send to: Man, That's Sick 
National Lampoon 
635 Madison Avenue 
New York, N.Y. 10022

NAME_____________________

Gina does 
New York!

ADDRESS. 

CITY___ 

STATE __ ZIP.
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Howto tempt your lover 
without wearinga figleaf.

First there was light. 
Followed soon thereafter 
by man and woman, a.k.a. 
Adam and Eve. Then came 
the business with the apple, 
and before you could say 
You snake in the grass" 
Ive zillion years went by 
3ut all wasn't for naught, 
because that fateful faux 
pas not only altered the 
history of haberdashery 
but also inspired 
the creation 

of DeKuyper® Original Apple Barref Schnapps.
While the advent of apparel is certainly appreciated, 

especially in sub-zero surroundings, the birth of DeKuyper 
Apple Barrel Schnapps is universally ballyhooed.

All it takes is one teeny-weeny taste to convince you that 
this refreshingly crisp blend selected from nine apple varieties 
is the most sinfully delicious thing to happen to apples 
since day one.

Whether you're throwing a posh garden 
party or entertaining a party of one, succumb \ 
to the temptation of DeKuyper Apple Barrel \ 
Schnapps, it makes every Eve feel a little special!

DeKuyper Original Apple Barrel Schnapps
DeKuyper Original Apple Barrel Schnapps Liqueur. 48 Proof, John DeKuyper & Son, Elmwood Place, Ohio.
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IS IT TRUE WHAT THEY SAY 
ABOUT GUINNESS?

You'll never know until you try it—so get your hands on some Guinness soon.-And to
get your hands on a handsome offer, send $6.00, and we'll send you our "Bursting Shirt"

Guinness tee-shirt. In S-M-L or XL* Make check payable to: Guinness Data Systems,
521 Route 211 E, Suite 114, Middletown, NY. 10940: NY. residents add sales tax.

*AlIow four \Weeks for delivery. Imported by the Guinness Harp Corp., NY., NY. © 1984.
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